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Jesus & Bina
ROMO'S

(formerly Bina's)

8H Fleming Street
8 a.m. -10 p.m. daily

'a little bit
ot everything*

frozen foods <S§L* j I^^ ! i2 fountain drinks
sandwiches ^ " T ^ J ^ ^ S * C § H ^ magazines
icecream toys

COLDEST BEER IN KEY WEST

Visit your beauty aid supply store

The store that cares about your hair
and

gets your hair looking its best

HEAD HUNTER
906-C Kennedy Drive

4-4906

aiodeqa
GROCERY STQREUl.

82&.SI.MONTON SWEET • CORNER OF OLIVIA

DELICATESSEN ' - '

WE DELIVER 294-6544

From the Editor

Hello.
The City has found itself in the

middle of litigation with Island Reno-
vations, Inc. This is the group that
has the South Beach concession, which
has not been open for almost 3 years.
Joe Allen, City Attorney, is going
ahead with eviction proceedings, but
i t has become tangled up in County
Court. Island Renovations, Inc., is
going to fight to stay there, so the
public is going to have to wait for
the outcome of this battle. We hope
that the City wins and we, the public,
get the use of this facility again.

A good friend of mine, Ned Ro-
mano, has returned to Key West and is
conducting a Smoke Away Seminar here
to help tobacco addicts fight, the.
evil weed. He has had great success
with this clinic in Woodstock, New
York, and if i t is successful here,
we should have a report on it for our
next issue. •

John Mercev helped to organize
a "paint-in" at the Fishermen's Cafe
on Caroline Street. This %s one of
the most painted buildings in Key
West, and i t needs to be fixed up.
There wae a turnout of around SO art-
ists who participated in the "paint-
in, " and hopes are high that atten-
tion will be given this landmark.

Astrology buffs are lucky! Flor-
ida Keys Community College ie •offering
a beginning and an intermediate Astrol-
ogy course beginning February 1. Those
interested should contact Roy D. Grant,
296-9081, Ext. 269, for further in-
formation.

Congratulations to William Free-
man, III, on his election to the
vioe-presidency of Porter-Allen In-
surance Agency.

Shouldn't more of the Navy Base
property be leased to non-profit or-
ganizations? I remember an appeal to <
relocate the clinic there, and it was
turned down because i t would not
generate a profit. Also, in this is-

sue, the Stanleys have made an appeal
for a new and larger dwelling to house
their foster children. The profit
realized by permitting such agencies
and people to relocate on the Navy
Base is not a dollars and cents profit
as much as i t is a human profit. We
all will benefit from putting aside
some of the property for uses such as
these.

There appears to be no .basis to
the rumor that a forty unit townhouse
project is about to begin on Rest
Beach. Checking around produced no
verification of this•story. Thank-
fully, we have some City Commissioners
who will fight against any building on
the beach.

I think that Mack Dryden will be
writing for us on a regular basis.
He is a professional journalist and
has won awards for hie reporting. He
has the expertise to handle some of
our more involved investigative re-
porting and is a most welcome addi-
tion to our pages.

Walt Hyla is doing the lay-out
for us again and the results couldn't
be better.

Malcolm Ross is working on an
interesting pieae for us, which we
will run in two parts beginning next
month.

See you in March.

Cover artist this time ie Reen Stan-
house. Prints of this month's cover
are available for $3 by calling 4-1369.
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EFFIE ROBERTS PEREZ by Phoebe Coan

Illustration by Walt Hyla

.EFFIE ROBERTS PEREZ views Key West
in passing from what has to be one of
the sunniest porches around, responding
cheerily to all who wave at her. It is
the same house she came to at the age of
one year. She's watched the ebb and
flow of life about her, applauded some
of the changes she's seen, and been
saddened by others. As a young girl she
sat on this same porch, filling up on
all the life around her and developing
a truly sunny outlook. •

Born 86 years ago, Effie says,
"Praises be to God" for her good health.
It seems all of her heavy illnesses
(pneumonia, yellow fever, typhoid) were
weathered at an earlier age. When she

did also have a pair of trifocals but
stepped on them and broke them. She
claims to have her "second sight," for
she reads without any glasses now. "I
sometimes get nervous depression — but
that's living."

EFFIE HAS NEVER smoked, nor has she
been much of a drinker, but she has had
cirrhosis of the liver as did her mother.
She and her dad had yellow fever together.

AT FIRST RELUCTANT to talk, Effie
realized she does have a lot to say.
And, as two of my children entertained
themselves on the street before us, I

"Key West has changed. I like
those who have come in and those who
have gone out."

HER MOTHER was born at Green Turtle
Cay and came here at the age of 7 weeks.
Effie's father worked for the newspaper
at the business and advertising ends.
As an qnly child, she was given every-
thing she desired that they could give
to her. .

EFFIE'S ONLY SON, Jack Ray, died
at the age of 12 in a fire at the movie
theatre.

She was a piano teacher for 51
years and retains a love for music.

was sick as a baby, her. mother would
pin her to a pillow and put her out to
get the sun. She had suffered from what
she calls "Marazmus - a wasting away
disease." The sun worked for her then
and works for her now.

FRECKLED AND RUDDY FACED — she did
have auburn hair — her blue grey eyes
peep out from under bifocals and a straw
bonnet that resembles an overturned
flower pot.

She was born with cataracts in her
eyes and thus wears the bifocals. She

climbed up on her porch, took a seat on
the handsome wood plank bench (built
when she was 9), and made myself into
an ear.

She' s seen what used to be a tomato
patch across the street develop into .
the many houses that are there now.
She remembers Fleming Street'when it
was but a pathway to the Army head-
quarters . "My grandmother would give
the men drinks of water as they stumbled
home. Not much military now..." And
she remembers her back yard up to Trumbo
Point before it got filled in. "You
don't need all that water!"

She was mostly into classical, but likes
some popular music also. Her favorite
pieces of music are "The Rosary" and
"To Each His Own." "

Effie taught at home after graduat-
ing from Mary Immaculate. "I hated
piano recitals at the convent," she
says. "Our graduation recital was at
the new Monroe Theatre. I t poured rain
and leaked on our heads.

"I used to practice 7-8 hours a
day at the convent. The path from my
house to there was well traveled."
Since Effie stopped teaching, she has

*i©S DUVAL, ST
KEY WEST, FLA.

FABRICS
(all fabric is less than S5/yd.)

10% off with this coupon
for the month of February

Corner of Margaret
and Fleming

Open 2-6 Mon-Fri
10-4 Sat

Polynesian Cuisine
and

Rum Concoctions
in a. .

Tropical Island
Atmosphere

294-6912
U.S. 1 at Garrison Bight



Harbor House
423 Front Street
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made to order •

DUVAL
Gingerbread Square Gallery

903 Duval Street, Key West,

FAStilNGTQN
GALLSHIES

711 Duval Street

The Guild Hall Workshop
614 Duval. Street

CWte,

SUNSHINE'S ARTS & CRAFTS
KEY LIME SQUARE

ARTISTS
UNLIMITED

sold her piano and flatly states that
now she enjoys NOT having it.

EFFIE ALWAYS ATTENDED parochial
schools. Her family were Episcopalian.
She used to sing in the choir and play
the organ once in a while at St. Paul's.
Now she's unable to get to services, but
church people sometimes come to see her.
{Her mother was a Seventh Day Adventist.)
Effie says she prays daily to find ways
of being helpful to others.

"I have one friend at the corner
still," she says, but many have passed
on. I saw many new acquaintances pass
by with pleasant hellos. They like' to
chat with her in the early morning sun-

"I don't know many people," Effie
says. "I try to do the best I can."

EFPIE DOES PRETTY WELL, too. She
pretty much takes care of herself, doing
her own cooking. She has help with the
cleaning.

Effie has time to bask in the sun,
unhurriedly. "It's good to reminisce
sometimes, but sometimes it's not."

I asked her if there was any bright
spot in her life she cared to mention.
She said that all was bright to her ex-
cept the year 19 34 when she lost her son.

"Sometimes I wish those days could
be lived over again, but then I don't.

"I wouldn't want to raise a little
one now in these days," she says.
"They're not bad, there's just a dif-
ference in the ways they act., I would
just let them have their own way, if
it's good." (She chides the children
gently here.)

"Of course they did things in my
day • at school they don't do today. Once,
a bunch of kids took one boy to a big
pit by Fleming and Bahama Streets and
threw him in there for a prank. Those
kids caught it from the school after-
wards ."

"I REMEMBER the first plane that
came to Key West. The Conchs were all
in the streets. It was so exciting! I
believe it was McCurdy who was the first
to fly here.

"I.don't think the changes I've
seen are for the worse. Not as much as
in some .other places," Effie comments.

"Young people are very courteous to
me.

"I tune, in the TV and turn it off
again."

CONSIDERING HER good health, in-
dependence, and spirit, I also asked
Effie about her diet (being a live foods
freak myself). "I eat anything," she
says. "But blue cheese is terrible.
For 21 years I ate in restaurants with

Need a paperback
for the beach.? KEY WEST

The latest
bestseller for a friend? ISLAND

Or a game to play
when the sun goes
J down? BOOK

STORE

my husband. I didn't have a stove at
our place on Fleming, and besides, I
would never take anything in a restaur-
ant that I could make at home.

"I love Cuban food and have been
to Havana 9 times. It's a wonderful
place, and I even got to know the mayor.
My husband knew Fidel. I was there dur-
ing a protest, and let me tell you, they
mean business I I went through every
province except Pinar del Rio. I just
didn't care for mountains. Mountain
roads frighten me."

AS TO HER cooking, Effie sometimes
goes over to the Eden House, but does
most of it at home now. "I'll roast a
chicken on top of the stove, and whatever
it does, it does.

"I do what I have to do, and the
cleaning woman does the rest. And that's
my life. Honey, you can't take it with
you.

"I never overworked.,s When you get
my age you want to rest."E;

EFFIE WAS MARRIED 45 years to
Manuel C. Perez. He was Spanish, though
she claims to be the one with the
"Spanish temper and rambling." He was
always an easy-going sort and a wonder-
ful companion.

Her husband managed the Strand and
Monroe theaters. One morning Manuel
woke up and passed out. The doctor was
called, and when he arrived 10 minutes •
later, it was too late.

SO THERE SITS EFFIE, enjoying her
porch. "^ don't read much anymore. I
let everything take its course. No use
for us to try to stop it, though there
are some things I'd like to stop.

"I'm Capricorn.
stubborn.

I mean they are

"I'd love to get out of town for
awhile," she says. (It's been 12 or 13
years since she took off.) "I'm very
adaptable. I could live anywhere, if I
had to.

"I haven't traveled west of the
Mississippi. We used to take summer
trips as far north as the Canadian border.
I especially liked Tallulah Falls in
Georgia. You can hear those falls rumbl-
ing for miles around.

"Right now, I'd settle for a trip
to Boca Chica. Sometime, maybe. Well,'
I'm born here and proud of it," says
our Effie.

"You know, you never lose your
father's name (referring to the Roberts).
It"s very dear to me."

ST. KEYTOST

Aiocha Coin Sales •

Take a guided tour ot a 168-foot
Spanish treasure galleon built by
Treasure Salvors, tnc; of Key West,
the world's largest treasure hunting
organization. See what life aboard
ship was Ilk* in the 1600's. See
jome of the treasure that has been
found in Florida, waters. See the
cannons from the "Nucstra Senora
de AtochV which sank in 1622 off

| Key West, she carried a cargo
' valued at over 100 million dollars.

See the techniques Treasure Salvors
is using to recover her gold, silver
and gems.

WRECKERS WHARF
633 Front Street

some remarks
GOLDEN GATE EAST, or the Cow Key

Channel Bridge between Stock Island and
Key West, might be open for traffic by
the time you read this — good news for
the thousands who regularly get snarled
in the two-laned bottleneck there-

Contractor Charles Toppino's crews
closed the north-bound bridge last May
and have been working on its brand new
replacement ever since, causing mile-long
jams when the flood of commuters meets
the tide of tourists on the little con-
crete isthmus.

ALTHOUGH it might have looked like
progress was slow, Toppino wasn't
dawdling. The state gave him until May
.1, 1978, to finish the $660,000 job;
and if all has gone as planned he's beat
that deadline by about three months.
The state gave him a year and he took
only three-fourths of it.

Joe Pinder, Toppino's secretary
comptroller, said the job probably could
have been finished up to six weeks earl-
ier had it not been for a problem getting

materials. "We used a new process in
which the reinforcing steel has an epoxy
coating," said Pinder, "and we had to
wait for it to come from the firm that
does it. I think there's only one place
in the state where we could get it done
— Tampa, I believe — and they had
orders backed up."

He said the epoxy coating is sup-
posed to help prevent the concrete from
cracking, because the steel won't rust
and expand.

REAL HOME COOK IN

STAN

Conch Fritters

• Fish & Chips

•Conch Chowder

Scallops
Shrimp ^

Key Lime Pie

Mollory Square at Sunset Pier

296-3178

PINDER ALSO SAID there must have
been "a canyon" where Cow Key Channel
i s now because the construction crews
had to probe about 9 0 feet into the sand
before they found rock. That caused
some unexpected problems getting the
pilings right, which set the project
back a l i t t l e more.

ACCORDING TO T.E. Whitmarsh of _the
Department of Transportation, the bridge .
was 87.6 percent complete by January
15, or 15.7 percent ahead of schedule.

"Mr. Toppino said awhile back he'd
have i t finished by Christmas," said
Whitmarsh, "but he ran into some prob-
lems and that set him back some. He
said the other day he'd have i t open by
February 14, but he's not going to make
that, either, looks like. But he's
s t i l l running ahead of schedule, and
unless something bad happens he'11 be
through by March 1."

DOWN AT THE bridge on January 19,
Toppino's supervisor Jim Harrison was
more optimistic. "The bridge is fin-
ished," he said. " I t ' s ready except
for clean-up and l i t t l e stuff. We've
got maybe 10 days' work here. Unless
the weather gets real bad or something,
we'l l be out of here by the f i r s t of
February."

SO IF you've been throwing hate
darts and hexes through your car windows
during rush hour, take solace in the
fact that i t ' s almost done. And that
i t could have taken 90 more long, sweaty

^ by Mack Dryden

Tai Chi Chuan at South Beach

A Way To Center And Be Healthy And Happy

MORNINGS are very special for those
of us who practice Tai Chi Chuan at
South Beach Cat the end of Duval Street)
every day at 8:30 a.m. Tai Chi Chuan is
the ancient Chinese exercise and art for
physical and mental harmony, using soft,
slow, circular, graceful, light movement
performed in a natural effortless manner.
Emphasis on deep breathing, relaxation,
awareness of precise movement, balance
and co-ordination leave us with a sense
of joy and well-being.

THE ORIGINS of Tai Chi come from
the famous Taoist, Chang San-Feng of the
Sung Dynasty (960-1278 A.D.) who had
studied meditation, martial arts and the

Some Remarks continued on page 12

SALES, APPRAISALS &
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

CONSUELOH.LOSL.EY; Realtor

294-5525
RENTALS 294-1012

MEMBER MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

LOCATED IN OLD KEY WEST
Next to the Aquarium

at /vfallory Square

REEF TRIPS
Beginners or Experienced

Free Snorkeling Instruction

BIKE RENTALS
See Old Town from Old town

PICNICS & EXPLORING
Camping on Out Islands by

Special Arrangement

TRIPS TO DRY TORTUGAS

Red Carpet Treatment on 42' Luxury Cruiser

SAILING CHARTERS

8:30-5:30 Daily 305-294-2045

GALLERY



TAKE OUT SERVICE A VAILABLE
OPEN DAILY TIL 4 AM

208 DUVAL ST.

notes and antic-dotes by Dorothy Raymer

ASSORTMENT PRESENT5:

CHEMISE LACOSTE
Tight Ribbed Sleeves All Cotton 16 Colors

assortment
507 Front Street (fronting the Pier House) in Old Key West. Call 294 - 4066

MOVIE-MAKING for both regular screen and television ver-
sions is nothing new to Key West; the island has been used as
background for several big productions and dozens of minor
ones, off and on for years.

Currently, beginning February 15, Key West will be the
locale for a pilot and television series planned' by Paramount
Pictures Corporation. The American Sportsmen's Inn and the
Pier House will provide accomodations for the production crew
and the cast for about a six week sojourn. A boost in the
economy of Key West is anticipated as a result, and anticipation
runs high. One wonders, from past experiences when other films
were produced in the area, if there will be hijinks, too.

IN THE SPRING of 1953, a moving picture first known as
"Twelve Mile Reef," and later as "Beneath the Twelve Mile
Reef" (due doubtless to aroused interest in undersea movies)
was filmed here. Most of the action took place on land. A
few scenes were shot in Tarpon Springs and some in Florida :
Keys waters, but Key West had the major role.

JEFF KNIGHT, who headed the Florida State Employment office
in Key West then, as now, smilingly reported that more than 100
people streamed into his office without any advance publicity.
Extras got $10 a day, and if a speaking part was assigned the
salary' went up to $70 a day. Knight said it was the first time
a movie company had asked the employment office for aid in
rounding up authentic waterfront characters, fishermen and
shrimpers.

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX selected 75 Key West dwellers for
roles, among them Jack Burke, who was then editor of the Navy
publication The Outpost. Jack had to give up his typewriter
and his razor for the duration of his acting assignment as a
burly waterfront brawler. The plot was about the one-time
feuding between Conchs and Greek sponge fishermen.

The chief Greek spongers were played by J. Carrol Naish,
Robert Wagner and Gilbert Roland. There was one special set-
ting which took place in Duffy's Tavern, where Delmonico's is
now on Duval Street. The tavern atmosphere was certainly
authentic, and the row that was staged, when the Greeks and
the Conchs mixed it up, looked as if it were.

AT THAT TIME, there was a much favored jukebox song,
"One Meat Ball," and it was taken up as a chant by the extras
when not before the camera. The original ditty went, "One
meat ball, one meat ball. You don't get any bread with one
meat ball.". The people in the tavern sequence changed this to
"Not one meat ball and no spaghetti at all," since plates
heaped high with spaghetti were placed on the tables, but no-
body could actually eat any of the food because the exact
setting had to be maintained due to re-takes.

THE YOUNGER GENERATION favored Robert Wagner, Peter
Graves, and Terry Moore, but.Key West women of all ages clamor-
ed for autographs of Gilbert Roland, last of the Great Latin
Lovers school. He was still handsome and dashing and moved
with romantic swagger.

DURING AN INTERLUDE played in:front of the Florida First
National Bank, streets at the corner of Duval and Front1

had to be continuously wetted down by a hose attached to . •

THE FUNCTION STORE

roll 'em!
our natural bamboo matchstlck or
tortoise rollups (complete with all
hardware) dress up every room from
early attic to donghla deluxe, choose
unobtrusive natural matchstlck or
our dramatic 1/2"-slatted wobd-
burned tortoise bamboo, measure
your windows & roll 'em to
fast buck's!

size
2Vz x 6'

3x6 '
3V2 x 6'

4x6 '

matchstlck
8.50

10.00
11.50
13.25

tortoise
12.50
15.00
17.50
20.00

e corner hydrant- The work was supervised by the fire
partment. T h e r e h a d b e e n a water shortage during this period

Someone shouted, "There goes my shower bath for tonight!"
However, everyone, spectators, police, firemen and the

rixm makers, including the cast, grooved in carnival mood,
wnen the scene at the bank was finished, after about an hour
and half, Gilbert Roland whipped a red bandana from his hip
pocket, flourished it like a miniature bullfighter's cape, and
Wagner charged at him with his index fingers pointed alongside
his dark curly head imitating ,a horned bull.

, Roland was always gallant and courteous to the crowds,
especially ladies. I saw him lose his aplomb only once during
all those weeks on-location. He gave a special Spanish dinner
at Ramonin's, a restaurant which was situated on Duval where
the Scallywag pub is at present. The movie crew, cast, press
and special guests from townspeople ranks were invited. The
restaurant was not open to the public, but it was not incon-
venient to regular diners, for the evening chosen was on the
regular closing day.

UNFORTUNATELY, a brash young man managed to crash the
gathering by posing as a waiter and entered the dining room.
He marched up to Roland- and demanded an autograph right in the
middle of the main course. Roland, who was tall and stalwart,
rose majestically and boomed, "Do I break into your house at
dinner time and bother you? Now go at once or I' 11 throw you
out personally. If you care to wait a couple of hours out-
side, I'll give you. an autograph when we have finished eating."

The guests applauded and the invader retreated.

ONE SLACK AFTERNOON when Roland was not needed for a
shooting session, he invited me to go swimming in the lagoon
protected by wire just off the' pier that extended into the
sea at the Casa Marina. He wasn't too pleased with the en-
closed swimming area, but later admitted it was a necessary
safety measure. After getting out of the barricaded swimming
section we strolled to the edge of the pier and found Dr.
Ralph Herz straining to bring in some denizen of the deep
which was bending the fishing pole.

Actor Roland took over for a few minutes until Dr. Herz
restored circulation to his cramped hands. The fish leaped
up. It was a barracuda about four feet long] The line snapped
finally and it sped off. Roland cracked, "I thought barracuda
hung around bars." Barracuda was the nickname for B-girls in
the 19 50s.

BACK AT THE HOTEL, we ran into Harry Carey, Jr., and
Richard Boone of the cast, and were invited to join them in
the Bird Cage Lounge to "have a belt." So I learned that a
belt .was not something to hold up trousers but a California
expression for having a drink.

Bob Youmans, a local lawyer who had been working as a
stand-in for Roland and- had to have his blond hair dyed black,
appeared to announce that the next day he would be back to
being fair-haired again, since he was switching to a stand-
in for blond Peter Graves. When he left he waved airily and
cracked, "See you in the beauty parlor!" You could have blown
me over with a hair-dryer. Anyway, the Citizen ran a picture
of Youmans getting his hair coloring, and the caption read
"Local Boy Fakes Good."

DICK BOONE, now a director, enjoyed a reunion with his
erstwhile fellow gunner bomb diver in the Navy, Eddie. Irwin,
who had become Aviation Ordinance Chief with the AUW_ School in
Key West. When Boone was out of earshot, Irwin confided,
"Dick is too modest. Bet you don't know and he won't tell you,
but he has a terrific World War II record."

continued on neat page

and now, for sliding glass doors,
6 x 7' rollups. matchstick 24.00,
tortoise 39.00.

we deliver In key west! call 294-2007 to order. 524 duval. open 10-6 every day.

PURVEYORS OF FINE IMPORTED AND HAND CRAFTED GOODS

SILVER JEWELRY
TIBETAN CARPETS

WALL HANGINGS
FINE IKAT WEAVINGS

CHINESE TOOTHPASTE

718 Duval Street, Key West, Florida 33040 296-6300

NOW OPEN 9 AM - 9 PM
BREAKFAST 9-11

310 Front St., Key West, Florida • Ph. 294-2042

BETTLE'5 I W 5 E R Y

ROLAND

celebration
191 COMMERCIAL STREET, PROVINCETCWN, MASSACHUSETTS 02657 {617) 487-9683

617 DUVALSTREET, KEYWEST/FLOR1PA33MO OESt 294-3144



DAILY SPECIALS
Where You Get Good Value Every Day

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 10:30 AM TO 3 PM

Lunch . . . . . ' . . . $ 1 . 1 9
Choice of Chicken, Shrimp, Fish or Hamburger

Choice of Fr. Fries, Mashed Potatoes, Corn or Salad

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 10:30 AM TO 10 PM

Hamburger Deluxe $1.35
Quarter-Pound Burger on a Toasted Bun,

with Cole Slaw and Fr. Fries

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 10:30 AM TO 10 PM

Chicken Dinner $1.59
With Cole Slaw, Fr. Fries or Mashed Potatoes,

Roll and Honey

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 10:30 TO 10 PM

Fish Dinner $1.79
With Cole Slaw, Fr. Fries or Mashed Potatoes,

Roll, and Tartar or Cocktail Sauce

DINING ROOM — TAKEOUT SERVICE

EAT
IN UNLIMITED

TAKE

our

1102 Key Plaza, US #1 Ph. 294-^204

CERTAINLY Boone had diversified
traits. He talked to a drama class at
the Key West High School and made a per-
sonal appearance at San Carlos Theater
with Terry Moore. He helped supervise
the crowds at the A & B Lobster House
docks during a night filming in which
a sponge boat was set afire, and there
was some danger involved. He was a no-
nonsense career man, but possessed a
bizarre sense of humor which showed up
once at a local restaurant, Logun's
Lobster House,, where he had been dining
frequently.

Every evening a local girl, who
evidently wished to attract his atten-
tion, paraded by his table, -thrusting
out her chest to display ample frontage.
Boone eyed her in appreciation, along
with colleagues, but made no comment.

But one night, after about ten
days of this bosom boom-boom exhibition,
Boone turned to his boon companions and
remarked, "I am going to teach Miss
Teaser a lesson." When the girl ap-
proached, promenading pouter-pigeon
style, Boone jumped up and ripped open
her blouse-topped dress. Surprised,
if not shocked, the girl squealed.
After all, her falsies were revealed-.

Boone said, "I just wanted to 'see
if THEY were real..." Then he handed
her a fifty-dollar bill, and, as far as
I know, the incident was closed along
with the torn garment.

THE COMPANY from 20th Century Fox,
which arrived in March, was still around
in late spring except for Gilbert Roland,
who departed May 19. He left a shirt
behind in the aura of good will. Every-
one knows the expression, "He's the
kind of guy who will give you the shirt
off his back." There was more than a
mere verbal declaration in this case.-
At a .swank party, a charming woman ad-
mired Roland's shirt. He stripped it
off, bowed, and presented the garment
to the admirer saying, "The shirt is

yours, my lady."
When asked about his courtly gesture,

Gilbert Roland, who is of Mexican ex-
traction, explained, "It's an old Spanish
custom."

I-N THE LONG LIST of numerous movie
productions made here on both small and
large scale, the "Twelve Mile Reef" film
set a record for community participation,
along with "The Rose Tattoo." Both are
well recollected by Key Westers who hope
for more potential cinema industry.

THE ROSE

My son pulled a lovely deep

Salmon rose

From a neighbor's garden

For me

Knowing it to be someone 's prize

I scolded him for picking

So promiscuously

What we all respect

Now I sit before the rose

And luxuriate in it "

My wanton little angel

Playing beneath the kitchen table

Teri Axford

STOCK ISLAND SPEEDWAY by Netannis Kline
Illustrated by Steve Kline

STOCK ISLAND...1961...Sunday night.
The big bright stadium lights are glaring
down, and the roar of motors can be heard
all the way to U.S. l...Yes, the races
are on tonight!

sweaters, determined not to miss a single
event.

THERE WAS NOTHING architecturally
admirable about the track; in fact, in

THE FIRST RACES were held on a dirt
track out on the old Boca Chica Road,
but then things began looking up, and a
proper paved and fenced track was con-
structed on Stock Island. Most of its
remains lie under the Stock Island Apart-
ments now, but the third and fourth turns
and some of the posts and cables are
still visible on the west side of these
buildings. It was great family.fun;
every race night drew a big crowd, and
even when winter winds whistled through
the stands, the fans were there with
cushions and blankets and layers of

" -THE BEST
IM
OR

daylight it looked downright seedy and
disreputable: it was purely functional.
The announcer's booth was in the middle
over the gate, wooden bleachers on each
side, and to the far right...the pits.
The track itself, oval shaped, paved,
was about three quarters of a mile long
with four banked turns. The center area
was unique — a large shallow lake --
and loud was the cheer that went up when
some unfortunate driver spun out and
headed towards the water backwards, or

CMNKRS

SINCE 7950

5 TILL MIDNIGHT

DINING — ENTERTAINMENT
Casual Dining Directly On The Ocean

Featuring * Native Seafood • Prime Beef & B.B.Q.
• SALAD BAR + STEAK PIT*BANQUET FACILITIES

294-1500 — 294-2262

IN THE OCEAN MOTEL AREA - FOOT OF SIMONTON ST.

Key West Pro Dive Shop. Inc.
1605 North Roosevelt Boulevard

Key West, Florida 33040

296-3823
DAILY REEF TRIPS

"Professional
Sklndiving
School"

SKIN OJVING
SCHOOtS® .

Pro Qivc Shop. Inc.

SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS - AIR
COMPLETE SELECTION OF MAJOR EQUIPMENT

How to shop
for a motorized bicycle

Now that you've decided to buy a motorized bicycle,
how do you decide which one to buy?

1Compare wheels. For
example, the wheels on a
Motobecane have wide--
flange hubs, shorter, heavier-
gauge spokes than others
to withstand potholes and
stay round.

A Compare tires. A
Motobecane has wide
Michelin tires for a good
grip on the road.

<# Check the engine.
Does the company that
makes the bicycle make
the engine? Is the exhaust
protected and underthe
bicycle like a Motobecane?
Can you get a Varlator
(VarlableRatlo Drive} for
improved hlH climbing ?

• » Ask about the
company that makes the
bicycle. Do they make
their own frames, engines
and most other components?
Or do they buy them from
other people? Are they big
enough to be around for a
while? Motobecane Is the
largest manufacturer of
motorized bicycles In the
world-20 million in the last
30 years.

9 Ask about partsfc
service. Does the dealer
have factory trained and
certified mechanics like a
Motobecane dealer?
Does he have parts? Can
he get parts fast from
central warehouses in the
U.S. like Motobecane?

Compare any make with Mofcbecane and there Is no comparison at all.

^MOTOBECANE
The Effortless Bicycle

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

JOE PETTY, JR./ 1816 FLAQLER AVE./ 296-6461

75 EXTRA CARS

ARRIVING
IN FEBRUARY

WE WANT TO
SELL THEM!

BEVIS-LEWIS CHEVROLET, INC.
3500 NORTH ROOSEVELT'BLVD. PH. 294-1003

Above
the

BULL

PK1WK1NG-
DAJJC1NG-
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THE AQUARIUM

Green Turtles
Sharks Eels
LARGE SELECTION OF

Reef Tropical Fish

Daily shark feeding 3 pm
Also next door...

SHELL WAREHOUSE
QUARTER OF A MILLION DOLLARS IN SHELLS

ON HAND AT ALL TIME

SHELLS FROM FLORIDA AND
AROUND THE WORLD

SPECIMEN SHELLS AVAILABLE

MALLORY SQUARE

Free Parking and Free Admission
For Shell Warehouse

head first, or occasionally upside down,
causing a tremendous splash and a lot of
laughs.

THE RACES were always exciting.
Would they make the first turn? No, not
if there were many entries; and after a
great screeching and sliding and bashing
of metal, it was back to the starting
flag again. The flagmen, usually "Frenchy"
L'Heureux or Willy Bethel, had a busy
time on race night, starting and stopping
races, giving the yellow caution flag or
the black flag for violations, and waving
in the winners with the checkered flag.
One of the -starters used to take his life
in his hands by getting down on the track
and holding the machines down in a "Chica-
go" start. Somehow he never did get run
over.

In the intervals between races,
time was taken up at the concession
stand under the announcer's booth; it
provided coffee, beer, hot dogs and the
best barbeque in all of Key West or
Stock Island. The sound system wasn't
the best but entertained with records,
mostly Brenda Lee. The record of the
National Anthem was especially bad with
a lot of strange high pitched squeals,
but was welcomed by all as it began the
evening's events. It was accompanied by
a ceremonial "lap of honor" round the
track, driven by the winner of the pre-
vious week's feature race, holding a
large American flag over the car.

TOWARDS THE END of the evening would
come the announcement of the number of
the winning doorprize ticket...a case of
beer, an oil change, a cylinder of pro-
pane gas, or a steak dinner at Pizio's
Drive-in Restaurant on the Bight (now
replaced by an Amoco station). Once
there was a big special door prize, an
XK 120 Jaguar, and one of the track own-
ers decided to show it off by driving it
around the track. Unfortunately he spun
out on a turn and slid right into the
lake, to the hilarity of the crowd.

TO BEGIN WITH there were three
classes of racing. The Sportsman, the
Late Models and the Jalopies. As time
went on the rules for the Jalopies were
eased and the class fused with the Late
Models. Then drag races were added.
There were special races too, such as
the Powder Puff races, which always had
several entries, among them the wives of
the regular drivers. The women were not

usually as aggressive as the men, but I
remember one who would race with the men,
and once after a race, drove.after the
flagman, who had to jump onto the hood of
her car to escape injury! Something
about a "bad start" she claimed.

MOST OF THE DRIVERS were regulars
every week. These are some that I re-
member: Navy man Frank Burger, who drove
his No. 23 to many wins; Charlie Boughner
in #32, who named his tavern after the
track; Paul "Slick" Toppino in the Deuce
(a'32 Ford); Bob Turner, Sr., who had a

CHRIS BELLAND
HAS THE

MIAMI CONNECTION
FOR BUYING OR SELLING LARGE INCOME PROPERTY

IN KEY WEST AND MIAMI

SHOPPING PLAZAS • INDUSTRIAL • APARTMENTS •OFFICES • MOTELS

CALL HIM AT 296-8516 • KEY LIME REALTY

"32 Ford Sedan. Then there was Capt.
Frank Smith, a spin-out champ; C.R. Og-
den in a Hudson; Lou Knapp in the "eight-
ball," a dilapidated Ford. John Gendron
drove a Studilac (Studebaker with a Cadil-
lac engine). And there were Billy Collins,
Tony Murgia, J.C. Vernon in #22, and

PRIZE.

many others. My apologies to all those
I've forgotten.

The drag racers that I can remember
were: Jackne Drudge, Lionel Jaycocks,
"Porkchop" in a Corvair, "Ping-Ping"
Jamarda in a Chevy Impala, Oscar Molina
in the "Hatchet," and Billy Collins, who
once, failing to stop, drove his brand
new Plymouth right through the fence
across the street outside and vanished
into the,darkness of the next block!

In the Old Fogeys' Race anyone who
wasn't a regular driver could enter.
These were usually rather sedate affairs
due to the inexperience of the drivers
with the cars and the track; but it was
audience participation and went over fine
with the fans.

SOMETIMES we had guest announcers
from big tracks up North, who were down
the Keys .on vacation, they always caused
a laugh by mispronouncing the local names
and nicknames, but nobody cared. Every-
one was good-humored, and even tiny babies
never seemed to cry? they even slept
through the roaring and yelling of an

exciting race. The fans were almost as
colorful as the races. Whole families
came together, groups of young boys,
teenagers, and couples, officers and
sailors from the Navy Base, all cheering
for relatives or friends. One night the
bleachers on the left side folded up and
collapsed, but nobody left except for
one woman whose leg was slightly injured.
She made a grand exit in the ambulance,
and racing continued as soon as it got
back.

OF COURSE, there were some injuries
to the drivers, mostly from hitting the
fence, and the attendance of an ambulance
was mandatory for every race. The. an-
nouncer always referred to it as "the
beautiful A&R ambulance." The services
of the wreckers were donated free of
charge also, I think. These belonged to
Jesus Caraballo and Russo. They were
always needed to pull apart entangled
cars or to haul them out of the lake, and
to go to the rescue when racers drove
through the fence and disappeared into
the darkness beyond. This frequently
happened until a new safety fence was
installed. Strong posts with a heavy
cable strung between them were put up on
the inside .of the original fence to bounce
the cars back on to the track. Ironical-
ly, the new fence had a part in the only
fatality in the entire history of_the
track. During a race a driver sliding in
the third turn hit the safety fence, and
somehow his door opened, and, falling .
sideways, his helmet struck hard against
one of the posts. He was immediately
rushed to the hospital, but nothing could
be done. Racing was cancelled for the
night, and everyone went home in a mood
of shock and sorrow.

OCCASIONALLY "Special Events" were
staged — stunt driving or daredevil
acts which were sometimes unintentional-
ly comic. A car was going to be driven
"through a flaming circle of fire, and

TheLast Resort
A Brief History
Restoration
Sightseeing
World of the Sea
World of Tropioal Plants
Island Critters
The People
Creative Key West
Island Life
Services & Businesses

On Sale FEBRUARY 6

88 m mm, SMISM
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Mrs.Biddld3
CANDY STORE

AND
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOMEMADE
KEY LIME PIE

another was to be "rolled over, .right in
front of the stands." Well, the car was
driven through a circle with a courageous
volunteer (was it C.R. Ogden?) lying on
the hood, but the flames had all gone out,
and it was nothing but a circle of smoke!
The rolling in front of the stands didn't
come off either. In spite of more and
higher ramps - and repeated efforts,. the
car just refused to roll. But we enjoyed
everything, even the failures, even oc-
casional fights in the pits, following
pushing or bumping or other track mis-
demeanors during ataoe.

THE PIECE de RESISTANCE and grand
finale only happened every few weeks.
This was the Big.Demolition Derby, and
after a glorious crashing, bashing,
screeching, hissing, boiling melee, the
track was left covered with broken glass,
twisted and torn metal. oil and water

i i i t i i i i i iTn~rrri n i t i i i i I I \ I

bonier simonton&front
KIY WiST AND MARATHON

puddles, and one lone battered machine,
just barely able to move, would be the
survivor and winner amongst the wreckage.

Then the fans would make their way
slowly out, as if reluctant to go home,
and most wandered through the pits to
see the winners and the remains of the
losers. Another great exciting night of
racing was over.

THE END of the Stock Island Speedway
came quietly, suddenly, and unexpectedly.
One Sunday night the big lights just
didn't go on, and there were no more
races. But those lights remain bright
in the memory of all of us who were en-

THE DECK
{formerly THE SANDWICH D E C K )

Fresh Quiche Daily
Fresh Shrimp Daily

Escargots
Shrimp Coquille

Plus regular menus
for lunch

OPEN
11:30 - 3:00 Monday - Saturday

(closed Sunday)

CHEF HEKA BOREL

124DUVAL PH. 194-7677

STERLING
FLATWARE

SALE
40% OFF all open stock

pieces on famous
Francis 1

33Vi% OFF all open stock
All other active patterns.
Francis I has long been one of
America's most renowned sterling
silver patterns. And now here is a
limited time offer to purchase this
luxurious sterling pattern at 40%
off regular prices. All 77 pieces in
this famous pattern are included in
this special 40% off sale. Addition-
ally, all 16 other Reed & Barton
sterling patterns are also on sale at
a substantial 33!^% off. Sale ends
March 25,1978.

Francis First

JRJEJEIG),

BEACHCOMBEKIEWELERS
House of Fine Diamonds

PHONE 305-296-5811 • P.O. BOX 1519
KEY PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

KEY WEST, FLORIDA 33040

tertaihed (and deafened) by those cars
and drivers racing round the lake on
Sunday nights about fifteen years ago.

Some Remarks continued from page 5

I Ching.1 One day, while observing a
fight between a snake and a crane, he
realized the principal of yielding, the
triumph of soft over hard, just as water
wears away stone. He developed a system
of exercises from the natural elements
and movements and the animals.

TAI CHI CHUAN is "meditation in
movement," and allows the mind to become

photo by Karen SeZeky
still, clear, calm, and one-pointed.
Through slow and precise movement, we
begin to feel and move with our center,
aware of the space and silence within us.
Tai Chi puts emphasis on non-aggressive
and non-violent behavior, and is based
on the Yin-Yang principal, the balance
and harmony of the positive and negative
forces first expounded in the I Ching"
(the Book of Changes).

WHEN PRACTICED regularly, Tai Chi
is a complete exercise for health, re-
juvenation and longevity. It strengthens
the central nervous system, increases
respiratory capacity, and greatly bene-
fits the visceral, arterial, circulatory
and digestive systems, as well as re-
laxing and loosening the muscles, joints
and ligaments. Because there is no

strain, stress, tension or exhaustion,
Tai Chi Chuan is for both young and old,
and will prevent and cure many different
diseases and illnesses.

TAI CHI may be a classical dance,
a meditation, a unique exercise, a
philosophy, a self-defense - even a way
of life. And so, moving in the cyclical
motion, we've all returned to play -
dancing with the gentle yibrations of
Key West. , ' \

Norman Kelner has practised and
studied Tai Chi Chuan for four years
under several teachers and has taught
in' Key West.for three winters, as well
as in Boulder3 Coloradoa and Vancouver
British Columbia, He has also studied
two years of Chinese Rung Fu and several
years of yoga and meditation.

HRS "Volunteer Friend Program"

Expands to Serve The Retarded

THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of Health
and Rehabilitative Services Volunteer
Program has now expanded its "Volunteer
Friend Program" to serve the mentally
retarded.

ACCORDING TO Les Washbish, HRS
Volunteer Services Coordinator, the
"Volunteer Friend Program" is one of
many volunteer services offered to
Health and Rehabilitative Services
clients in Monroe County. Washbish
stated that the Volunteer Friend Pro-
gram is similar to Big Brothers and
Sisters of America. Although in the

Incredible kites • Imported from all over the world

t ^ioeThe W I N D Wi+K

Healtky Air Hints...
Tke Finest Sea. ShetU . . . . . .

At Afost Reasonable Prices
$l>*eim*n Shells That win we*

Key
Street *

33040

past the program has been aimed at pro-
viding volunteers to work with young-
sters who are in need of a one-to-one
relationship with an adult, now the
program will include supervision of
mentally retarded individuals.

As a Volunteer Friend helping a
mentally retarded person, the volunteer
is in a position to wear many different
hats. He or she can be a friend, coun-
selor, tutor, recreation aide, and an
employment counselor. The most impor-
tant thing about a Volunteer Friend is
that he or she can help satisfy many
different needs of a mentally retarded
person. The volunteer must be concerned
about the person's welfare and willing
to spend time helping in any way that
he or she can.

WASHBISH STATED that Volunteer
Friends provide recognition, reinforce-
ment, encouragement and support for
positive changes in a mentally retarded
person's academic, social and physical
skills. The volunteer serves as a
catalyst who encourages the parents,
the school, the employer and other im-
portant people to provide positive rein-
forcement and recognition for positive
changes.

ANYONE who would like to share him-
self with a mentally retarded person is
asked to contact Les Washbish at 294-6466
or come to 1315 Whitehead Street.

THE BEAUTIFUL WATERS OF
THE KEYS BEYOND ULS. 1

HOURLY

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

_]ptzmoon
Jtzllaht

SAIL CHARTERS / KEY WEST FL

294-3106

THE
FULL
MOON
SALOON
AND
LUNCH ROOM

OPEN FOR LUNCH
Wednesday-Sunday 11:30-3:00

yr.*
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FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS

FOOD PALACE

NOT JUST A GROCERY ....
BUT A SOCIAL CENTER

522 Fleming St. • Ph. 296-5663
Open 8 am - 7 pm Mon-Sat 8 am - 6 pm Sundays

KEY E\SHION§
PRESENTS OUR GALAXY OF DESIGNERS CREATINQ IN THE WORLD'S MOST IN-DEMAND FABRICS

IN KEY WEST 529 FRONT STREET
YOU'RE WELCOME TO WATCH THEM PRINT

ISLAMORADA
•MARATHON .
KEY WEST
MIAMI
FT. LAUDERDALE

SILVER SPRINGS
ST. PETE BEACH
CLEARWATER
WINTER PARK
DAYTONA BEACH

VERO BEACH
JACKSONVILLE

HOUSTON
HILTON HEAD'

KIAWAH ISLAND

VIRGINIA BEACH
ANNAPOLIS
BALTIMORE

SOUTHERN PINES
NANTUCKET
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KtY W f S r j MOST
)NTIMAT( HtSTAURANT

Serving Dinner
6-11 P.M. Daily
Closed Tuesdays

Beer & Wine
425 Front Street

294-6707
KEY WEST'S MOST '

INTIMATE RESTAURANT

MASTER CHARGE
BANKAMERICARD

AMERICAN EXPRESS

The sidewalk program is moving along, as these photos show.
The photo on the left is of recently completed sidewalks on' Sth
Streets and the photo on the right is of 12th Street, which is
next to be sidewalked. Note the tree that has been saved in the
photo on the left. The workmen have been instructed to be very
careful to preserve as many of the trees as possible, and, in the
event that a tree has to go, ihey will try to transplant it and
place it on the homeowner's property (if the size makes it feas-
ible, that is). A few trees like Florida Holly and the Australian!
Pine will not be saved, but if you have a tree you would like to
have saved, ask the workmen to pave around it. If there is any
dispute, the Tree Commission should be called to work out the
difficulty. President Peggy Mills has not been well recently,
but members Marie Pinder and Merilee McCoy can be contacted.

LGDP-A-WORQby Belle Haskell

This loop-a-word puzzle contains places, people and things
familiar to Key Westers. Circle each word in the diagram and
cross it off the list. Words often overlap, and letters may
be used more than once. They read forward, backward, up, down
or diagonally. All the letters in the diagram will not be used.
Have fun!

1. Anchor
2. Artist
3. Bikes
4. Boat
5. Bubba
6. Cats
7. Chowder
8. Conch Train
9. Coral

10. Depoo
11. Dogs
12. Duval
13. Fritters
14. Harbor

WORD LIST

15. Hemingway
16. Holiday
17. Huckel
18. Island
19. Kraals
20. Latin
21. Lime
22. Mallory
23. Mangos
24. McCoy
25. Monroe
26. Navy
27. Palm
28. Pelicans

29. Pier
30. Pina-colacta
31. Pirates
32. Sail
33. Sand
34. Sea
3 5. Shortys
36. Shrimp
37. Sky
38. Solares Hill
39. Sun
40. Sunset
41. Tide

\

Remodeling a great okS house
that doesn't have a great kitchen?
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DARBY & MITCHELL
CABINETMAKERS

US I, Stock Island Telephone 294-7377
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For elegance without extravagance

OPEN 7 DAYS A W1EK

QUEENS TflBLE
DINNER

with Johnny Pritchard at the piano
5:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
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HALF SHELL
RAW BAR

clams oysters
lobster- conch choiuder

stone crab • shrimp
conch fritters

smoked fish & shrimp
and more

BEER & WINE
ENTERTAINMENT

WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SUNDAY NIGHTS
- SATURDAY AFTERNOONS

BIG COPPITT COWBOYS
Phil Prise, banjo

Ron Hatfield, guitar
Eddie West, bass guitar

Lands End Village
Foot of Margaret St.

Key West, Florida

Near the Turtle Kraals
Phone Z34-7flGfl

editorial by Bill Huckel

Southeast Florida Coast Executive
Director of Chamber of Commerce,
City of 2 5,000 population. MBA
preferred. $20,000-$22,000 with
2 year contract. Reply Box T-925,
Wall Street Journal

THIS NOTICE ran in the Tuesday,
November 8, 1977, edition of the Wall
Street Journal, and more than 80 re-
sponses were received. The job being
offered was that of Larry Rogers, ex-
ecutive vice-president of the Key West
Chamber of Commerce. This action caused
great furor with the general membership
of the Key West Chamber and with some of
the directors. The reason for their
outrage was simple: seeking to replace
Larry Rogers was not authorized by the
Board of Directors of the Chamber of
Commerce, and a small group of dissident
directors had initiated this action on
their own.

WHEN THIS BECAME PUBLIC, a special
meeting of the Chamber was held for the
general membership. Many of those who
turned out were furious. Joe Pinder,
a director and past president of the
Chamber, stood up and said that he was
part of the group that had placed the
ad, but denied that they had in mind
anything more than "testing the waters"
to see who else might be interested in
being the executive vice-president of
this Chamber of Commerce. Several mem-
bers stood up to say that they resented
deeply the actions of this group. The
meeting resolved nothing.

ON JANUARY 11, a regular meeting

was held to determine if Larry Rogers
would have his annual contract renewed
to serve another year. There was such
a turn-out that the meeting had to be
held in Mallory Square Convention Hall.

Because the feelings of the member-
• ship ran so high, the first part of the
meeting was turned over to comments from
the floor. Ed Knight, a well-known
local realtor, spoke glowingly about
Larry Rogers. One of the main problems
facing Rogers, Knight said, was the
difficulty of operating on a year-to-
year contract, and he felt that with a
three-year contract Rogers would be
able to run things more comfortably.
But even with the uncertainty of a year-
to-year job, Knight felt that Rogers
had done a fine job.

DR. PHIL DOBERT, a director of the
Chamber, got up to speak against keep-
ing Rogers in his job. He felt the
Chamber would have 600 members with
proper leadership (there are 311 members
now) . He pointed out that there were
80 some replies to the advertisement in
the Wall Street Journal and that some
very qualified people were interested in
coming to Key West for the job.

AT THIS POINT, Knight asked what
salary was advertised, and the reply
was $22,000. Knight wondered how many
replies they would have received if they
had offered the salary that Rogers gets,
which is $13,000.

Tim Miller, first vice-president
of.the Chamber, then spoke in favor of
Rogers. He pointed out that in his
trips to tourist conventions in the
state of Florida everyone knew and re-

spec t ed Larry Rogers, and t h e over-
whelming consensus was t h a t l ie was doin_g
?i f i ne job .

WHEN THE VOTES WERE COUNTED, how-
e v e r , the motion to r e t a i n Rogers was
defeated: 11 votes against and 7 for.
Members had the right to appeal, and a
peti t ion for a referendum was put for-
ward. The referendum asked one question
only: "Are you in favor of retaining
Larry Rogers as executive vice-president
of the Chamber?" This was mailed out to
a l l the members. The result of the
referendum was received toward the end
of January, and Larry Rogers was retained
as the executive vice-president of the
Chamber of Commerce when the votes of
the general membership were counted.

WHAT REMAINS NOW? Great divisive-
ness between two groups who make up the
membership of the Chamber, for one thing.
I went to speak to spokespersons on
both sides to find out what was happen-
ing in this affair.

I spoke with Tim Miller, who has_
been particularly vocal in h i s denuncia-
tion of the group who placed the adver-
tisement to replace Larry Rogers. He
is the f i rs t vice-president of the Cham-
ber. He traces the group's (in addition
to Dobert and Pinder, such well-known
Key Westers as Margo Golan, Gayle Swof--
ford, Dave Horan and Jack Smith can be
counted in on this side) dissatisfaction
with the Chamber back to the period of
the Resort Tax, which also divided the
Chamber. Miller said that t h i s group
helped to get the Resort Tax bottled up
in the County Commission (where i t is
presently tabled), while, in truth, if
i t had been put to a referendum for the
voters to decide on, i t would have been
passed into law.

MILLER SAYS that this i s a power-
ful -clique that is used to getting i t s
own way, and with their own man in
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charge of the Chamber, the Chamber would
be more receptive to their wishes (Rogers
for example, was in favor of the Resort
Tax) .

Several other people pointed out
that many members of the dissident group
are also members of the Key West,and
Lower Keys 'Development Corporation, and
they speculated that the dissidents
wanted a different man leading the Cham-
ber so that he would go along with their
ideas on changes for the Navy Base, which
might include condominiums.

I SPOKE TO a member of the group
seeking to replace Larry Rogers, and he
suggested that I speak with Dr. Dobert,
who has been acting as a spokesman for
them. I called Dr. Dobert, and he sug-
gested that I refer to the letter which
was sent out to all members asking them
to vote NO on the referendum to reappoint
Rogers.

The letter states (in part):

"We (those who signed the
letter) are of the opinion thai
the division within the Chamber
will be remedied only by the ap-
pointment of a dynamic director,
who can involve all our members in
Chamber, activities. We want to
restore the Chamber to the general
membership through an executive
vice-president who will maintain
contact with you and all members in
order to gain your valuable -input.
For too long you have paid your
annual dues and then been ignored
for the remainder of the year.

We believe that the direction
and scope, of the Key West Chamber
of Commerce should be expanded from
a solely tourist-oriented body to
one -which functions to protect and

1208 -Simanttnt

POOR RICHARD'S BUTTERY
is now open for the season.

The Cabaret
at Poor Richard's

features
Live Entertainment Nightly

1 1 : 3 0 - 1:30
Phone 294-0717
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Editorial continued on page 26

CAPTURE HER HEART
with perfume
in sparkling glass
and brass
Your presence will be felt year-
round when you choose one of
our classic fragrances ...
just for her...
perfect for
Valentine's Day.

stained glass
silver and gold casting

mac ram e
also custom work

handmade pottery
sharks teeth

beads and findings
jewelery

We suggest .4 fluid ounces
from our classic blend
collection, charmingly tucked
In a tiny glass chest with our
handprint fabric bag ... $15.00.

Environmental
Circus

518 OUVAL ST.
Duvai Street (ONE BLOCK AWAY]

MOM.-SAT. 10-9
SUN. 12-9

10% off all
baas ih shop (except

il) th *

Belts
H&hc/st;-hcl,e4 Buck kh.'fe.

cases

Custom air-brushed shirts -
414 Greene St. pust 3 doors fromS
Capt. Tony's] Key West __

416 Greene Street Upstairs524 FRONT STREET • KEY WEST, FLORIDA 33040
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Horace's Caretaker This story is based on a true Key West
experience, and is concluded from last month.

by Robert Davies

UPON THE DEATH of the eccentric
Karl Richtev, the narrator has become
caretaker of the family mansion and a
gruesome* lifelike doll named Horace,
Richter's alter ego. The doll had been
given to Richter's fathers a doctor, by
an inmate at the Fort Jefferson prison!
Oust before the doctor abandoned the
prison to an outbreak of yellow fever
and was lost at sea.

ON THE SAME DAY that the old woman,
gave me a tour of the house, I moved my
things into Karl Richter's bedroom.
There was a couch in the bedroom. It
would be better to sleep there, I
thought, than in that bed. The rain
had arrived not long after the thunder,
and it was coming down in sheets, lash-
ing against the windows and drumming on
the tin roof. I pushed open the French
doors to the balcony and went out to
take a look at the storm. The darkness
of the heavy rain caused a nearby street-
light to come on prematurely. Through
the downpour, the light appeared with a
halo around it. Two cars moved down the
flooded street cautiously, pushing little
bow waves, while their wipers worked
back and forth madly. I decided to be-,
gin my duties as a caretaker by inspect-
ing the entire house for water leaks.

I WENT THROUGH each room upstairs
with a flashlight, checking the ceilings
for dripping water. At last, the for-
bidden back bedroom door to Horace' s
room confronted me.' The bedroom was
dark. Amorphous shapes of hooded furni-
ture loomed menacingly. On the other
side of an open shutter, I saw rainwater
cascading like a waterfall over the
eaves of the roof. No leaks here. The
rain pounded loudly on the roof as I
moved into Horace's room. I could see
the doll's silhouette and the round out-
line of its.head?.the face was blacked
out by shadow, I turned on the light
and expected to see Horace's leering
face. The light revealed a sad expres-
sion. The doll sat slumped to one side
in an attitude of fatigue. How could a
wooden object have any-expression, much
less change it? Perhaps Horace was a
kind of inkjalot test? One could pro-
ject into the doll's features what one
was feeling at the moment. I was fatigued
Hence, the doll looked tired. Strangely,
the- doll could indeed be a mirror for
the.face of my own psychological being.

"And just who do you think you are?"
I said to Horace.
'..: Instantly, a door slammed shut
somewhere down the hallway. I flinched
but had no doubt it was the wind from
the rainstorm.

"Aha!" I said aloud. "So that's
your specialty , psychokinesis I"

No sooner did I pronounce the word
psychokinesis when an alarming realiza-
tion came over me. Horace was slumped
over now. I knew for a' fact that Horace
had been in an upright posture on my
first encounter with him. It must have
been the wind, I reasoned, which rocked
the chair and caused the doll to shift
position. • .

"Okay," I said calmly, "let's see
if there'.s anything to this."

Keeping one eye on Horace, I found
a glass bead necklace on top of a chest
of drawers. After wrapping the necklace
around the doll's right hand, I turned
out the light, left, the room, and locked
the outer bedroom door.

THE RAIN STOPPED around midnight.
The wind died, too, and the night took
on an eerie peacefulness, despite the

continual, stroboscopic flashes of heat
lightning. Three times during the long
night, white light seared the bedroom
and awoke me with a start. Many noises
in the house demanded studious attention,
strict analysis, and, at times, tracking

down. Each investigation brought obvious
findings: a sash cord tapping the wall;
the backyard cistern pump clicking on
and off automatically; or rainwater
draining from the roof, pattering the
large, drooping lip of a banana tree
leaf. Other noises could only be at-
tributed to the contraction or expansion
of wood in the floors or staircase. The
old house, on that cool night, creaJced
and groaned like a ship riding at anchor.

. AT SUNSET on the fourth evening,
while upstairs, I heard the squeal of
the rusty front gate. Taking a position
on the balcony, I looked down to find
a hunchbacked, elderly woman wearing a
purple and black Cuban shawl. She was
muttering to herself in Spanish and
taking things out of her enormous hand-
bag and placing them on the steps. I
could barely take my eyes off her, but
something caught my attention towards >
the ir,on fence. A Nassau parasol (it
was striped in multicolor like the dome
awning of a merry-go-round) was stuck
upright among the ornamental ironwork of
the fence, cocked jauntily towards the
sidewalk. Were I to holler at this
trespasser, I would not have learned
what was going to happen next. So I
watched quietly as the shawled figure
put down on the steps three guinea pep-

pers, a chicken's severed head, and one
palsied chicken claw. She arranged these
items in an odd configuration and then
drew a circle around them with white
cha.lk. Still muttering, she made three
or four passes, sowing what appeared to
be rice. Unable to contain myself any
longer, I rushed downstairs to confront
her. By the time I reached the window ,
on the front door, she was gone.

I MARK THE FIFTH NIGHT as the night
that things began to get very strange.

^.Surprisingly, for the first time since
I moved in I fell asleep easily. From
the coffin-like confines of that tortur-
ous couch, I tumbled and somersaulted
outward into the realm of dreams.

The ocean undulated over the reef
in glossy swells. It was a bright, blue
day. I balanced on the swaying gunnel
of the boat, peering down into a stone
garden of coral sculpture and purple sea
fans. Adjusting my mask, I leaped from
the boat; explosions of bubbles enveloped
me in weightless freedom. I stretched
out and kicked for the bottom. Tropical
fish in neon and iridescent colors,.
quick as butterflies, darted away. t
glided along through cor.al canyons and
over domes of brain coral. I was elated,
weightless and free, until that strange
calling began. It came from many voices
like Gregorian chants and composed an
eerie overlay to the watery scene sur-
rounding me. In the dream, I surfaced
to see if there were Sirens calling me
from where waves broke on the exposed
part of the reef. The calling continued,
but I could not locate its source: there
was nothing but breakers creaming over
the rocks and the blue enamel sky and
sea beyond. I dove again and chased a
school of grazing parrot fish. The
calling grew louder, as if the source
of it was annoyed at my indifference.
Rolling over, I swam for the sun, for
the surface above. The voices reached
an unbearable crescendo. Holding my
ears, I dove, sounding deeper and deeper
in an attempt to escape. All at once,
water, coral, fish, sea and sky dis-
solved. I entered a black void, held
captive by what had become shrieking.
I was frantic.

I AWOKE ON MY BACK, tossing and
turning, my heart pounding. But the
nightmare had not stopped. I awoke into
something worse than .a nightmare and
wished that I were dreaming again: the
shrieking went on and on. For a second,
• I did not want to acknowledge my pre-
dicament, as when one who is inside a
funhouse does not want to see what is
behind the next door. The shrieking
came from inside the very walls of the
bedrooml I did my best to suppress
the panic. It was hard to breathe;
muscles in my neck went rigid. How I
wanted to'flee but could not move an
inch! Just as I was going to crack
from the sustained terror, the voices,
that terrible shrieking, ceased. My
knees gave out, and I collapsed on the
couch shaking and adrenalized.

AFTER TURNING ON EVERY LIGHT in the
room, I calmed down and recalled the old
woman urging me to sleep in Richter's
bedroom. Had I been set up? I decided
to search the house for evidence of some
prank. -

Creeping down the upstairs hallway,
I grabbed each doorknob with my left
hand while holding ready, in the right
hand, an old, Spanish-American War saber
Angry now, I drew in deeply and then
shoved the door open yelling a battle
cry. I checked each room this way unt'i

I reached. Horace's locked room.

THE KEY TURNED EASILY, and the
tongue of the lock clicked once. I was
beginning to cool off and remembered my
experiment of wrapping that necklace
around Horace's hand. Pushing the door
ajar slowly, I reached in quickly and
flipped the light on in an attempt to
surprise whoever might be in there.
Then I stood back and gave the door a
good kick. It swung open to a clear
view inside: an empty room. Then, with
reluctance, I tiptoed across the sagging
floor towards the doorway to Horace's
room. But I had been drawn into a trap,
and the sword was absolutely useless.
At a point halfway between the outer
door and Horace's door, two events
happened simultaneously: the door be-
hind me slammed shut with a force that
drove my heart into my throat, and,
secondly, heavy breathing emanated from
Horace's room. Confused for a moment,
I held my breath to see if it was my
own excited breathing. • It was not.

THROUGH FROZEN LIPS and a dry mouth,
I finally spoke out. "Who's there?
Come'out! " I demanded.

Grasping the sword tighter, I
creeped a few more steps ahead. A floor-
board creaked, and the breathing or,
I should say, gasping stopped. When I
looked down to measure the distance in
footsteps from where I stood to Horace's
door, I saw them! Pieces of the necklace.
Small, broken bits and pieces of glass:
red, green, blue and black fragments;
fragments shattered and scattered over
the floor in front of me. I was com-
pelled to go in there.

LIKE A SLEEPWALKER in the soundless
dead of night, I entered Horace's room.
Eyes aglow, like hot coals, that demonic
idol's jaws worked up and down, making
a most hideous CLACK, CLACK, CLACK! I
looked on from somewhere beyond the
threshold of terror. Surroundings took
on a new and heretofore unseen but
wonderful significance. The moon shined
into the room, casting zebra stripes on
the wall. I reached for a ray of moon-
light to break it in half (it seemed as
solid and brittle as china) • A great
and' looming shade tree outside was not
bending in the breeze but nodding;
nodding at me in acknowledgement for
having finally learned the Secret.

THE ROOM ITSELF began to distort.
Walls,, ceiling and floor telescoped away
from me, converting the room into a long
tunnel. Chairs, table, chest of drawers,
lamps, everything, everything became
miniaturized and toy-like. I screamed
, full of dread and terror, at losing my
mind. My screams did not fill and re-
sonate through the room, but sounded
mutedr tiny and toy-like.

After my mind went askew, a trap-
door to the attic dropped down, swinging
by two hinges'. The rope followed, cas-
cading downward slowly like a meandering
snake- Acting on what must have been
telepathic command, I pulled one-handedly
on the rope while staring straight ahead
at the blank wall. It* brought down a
folding ladder which unfolded and alight-
ed onto the floor like a landing of Mars
Surveyor I. Solemnly I mounted each
step with a heaviness of foot that the
condemned demonstrate upon climbing to
the gallows. The square opening in the
ceiling was window to the black void
beyond-

FROM WHAT I had already witnessed,
my logical (or pathological) assumptions
held that the attic interior was merely
another illusion created by Horace to
provide a certain kind of false reas-

surance; like the reassurance of famil-
iar reality that the flower provides at
the bottom of a Venus Fly Trap. At any
moment, by the trip of a switch, I'd
find myself making the long, breath-
bated and helpless slide into the yawn-
ing mouth of a blazing blast furnace.
In short, I was convinced that I had
died and was already on isy way to Hell.

DUST, HEAT, DARKNESS and the nause-
ating smell of mothballs confronted r.y
senses. When I switched on the attic
light, an illusion consummate was re-
vealed. It appeared to be an ordinary
attic. Yellow mold and fine, vintage
dust covered all. There were antiques,
lamps with rose-colored shades, trunks,
crusty books, hat boxes, a cabinet
sufffed with medicine bottles, a cedar
chest, and a rack of circa 1900 men's
and women's apparel; ladies' high button
dresses were spotted with minute stalag-
mites of fleshy fungus. In front of a
bureau's clouded mirror, I saw the
ghostly reflection of my gray complexion
and vacant eyes. Head reeling, ray
visceral organs lifted sickeningly as
I beheld one object after another rise
and levitate, like helium balloons;
furniture, boxes, trunks, lamps and
chests danced in the air as if to the
merry workings of marionette's strings.
The bureau mirror spun like a propeller.
Reduced to idiocy, I crawled across the
floor to a cedar chest and pulled at its
latches, seeking a safe hiding place.
But before I could clamber into this
uterine asylum, I noticed something
fastened to the inside bottom of the
chest; a piece of discolored paper con-
taining a child's scrawled and exagger-
ated lettering.

November 13, 189C
Key West

A long time from now when I die^
horace the doll will be put in this has
and put in the grave wi'ih me.

Signed by horace's nastsv,

Karl Robert Riahter

p.s. be where of horace the doll.

THE PRINTED LETTERS blurred into
hieroglyphics as I tried to reread the
note again and again. Finally, with
forced concentration, I ponderously
calculated the author's age at six or
seven when this child's version of a
last will and testament was executed.
The note allayed my fright, for it re-
presented tangible evidence of the evil
force that inhabited that house. Yet,
sitting cross-legged and Buddha-happy,
I was still too groggy to rebut nagging
doubts about my sanity.

The last thing I can recall is
hearing a sound 'like a mousetrap some-
where behind me. I craned in tire to
watch the ladder launch up into the
attic and fold in half like a pair or
scissors. The trapdoor followed, siar.-
raing tight as a stopper in a bottle.
Recklessly, I put ail ray weight on it.
The attic light went out as I was cosh-
ing the floor for something to use as a
tool with which to smash the trapdoor
open. I stumbled into something ana
struck my head. Little red irsteorites
wheeled and blazed before my unseeing
eyes as I blacked out.

Ill
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"What are they dc-ina here.?"* I
asked, nodding towards the police;.

"A quarantine has been placed en
the house," she said,

"But I have r.o disease. What's
really• oainc? on here?"

"I"told you. Mr. Davis," said the
nurse. "We're still unsure, h-it your
blood sanples were tested and they in-
dicate "

"Don't I have a right to know?" i
demanded.

"The dor tor will tell you/' she
replied, "Please be patient."

The nurse put the can down, got a
clipboard, and asked me a series of
questions. The questions cave rar? a clue
as to what the doctors thought. For
example, one question went like this:
list* all tropical foreign countries
visited in the cast sin nc'iths.

IT WASN'T UNTIL I was mcvsd to the
hospital that X finally saw the doctor.
The" doctor cane into the rocs ose morn-
ing and said that he was s t i l l uncertain
about the diagnosis.

"You exhibited jaundice syaprcans
and symptoss of one of the fevers. To
be sore specific, as crazy as this
sounds, I'would narrow it fiowr. to yellow,
fever. However, there is no explanation
as to how y-s-s r.isht have contrastes yel-
low fever.* You did say that yea haven't
Ke»" cut of the ceur.tTv?*

' - '*• « rr

"Sut

*• ~o

THEEND
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Southern Comfort
Waterfoed Island

Waterbeds & accessories
Hammocks .
Pyramids
Etc.

511DuvalSt. 294-2260

LESSONS * SALES A REPAIRS
FOR THE

WBMM 1- _.'
•REASONABLY P-RICED UESSONS-

WITHHMPHAS1S ON CWEATlVlTV
-CORNER Of SOUTHARD}DUVAL

CIGARS
Don Diego
Royal Jamaica
Joya de Nicaragua
H. Upmann

PIPES
Meerschaums

Savinelli
Ben Wade
Charatan

And much more
so come in and enjoy "the
finest in smoking pleasure"

... Don Luis
601 Duual Street

296-3476
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A Traditional Old'e Pirates Bar

Been
Imported & Domestic

Wine and Wine Coolers

Chess and Darts

Pinhall and Pool

Sandwiches and Pizza
Cable'TV

Live Parrots

Hermit Crab Races Sunday Nights
"Surfer" — Manager Ph. 305-294-7234

615 DUVAL STREET, "OLD TOWN"

A SUPERMARKET FOR i
ALL TOUR HAIR HEEDS

SHOP
hair styling
hair coloring

Mr. Coffee
authorized
service center

• men's cosmetics
• wholesale supplies/

517 DUVAL 294-2260
Open 7 days, Mon-Sat t i l l 12. Sun till 6

netsukes
antique pocket watches
heind painted antique lamps
designer island wear
art nouveau jewelry
diamonds

and more ...

#3 KEY LIME SQUARE
(between angela & southard,

just off duvaj in.key iime square)
296-5111

Daily 10 a.m. io 6 p.m.

STOP BY AND TALK TO
OUR TROPICAL BIRD

Caring Is Sharing •
THEBE ARE SOME who give so freely of

themselves that altruism does not begin
to describe their generosity of time and
spirit. Such people are Mr. And Mrs.
Mack Stanley, whose, residence on Emma
Street serves as Monroe County's only
Emergency Care Shelter for homeless,
neglected, and runaway children. They
have provided a temporary home for over
five hundred young people since 1972.

IMAGINE FOR A FEW MOMENTS what it
would be like to be a young person whose
home is not a happy place. You are feel-
ing confused and rebellious, so you put
your most valued possessions in a pack
and, leaving what is familiar to you be-
hind, begin hitchhiking south where the
climate' is warmer and, hopefully, people
are more receptive to your emotional
needs. Days go by and you find yourself
at the southernmost point of the United
States, hungry ajid without a place to stay.
Although you have committed no crime un-
der Florida Law by leaving home, you be-
come part 'of a group of transient people
who are viewed as undesirable by the lo-
cal, community. Though it seemed like a
good idea when you started your journey,
things are not quite as you expected,
and no one seems willing to help you with
a new start. With no money to go back to
a difficult home life and no money to
stay to begin again, living may seem
cruel and unduly harsh.

THIS IS JUST one hypothetical example
of situations which can leave a child
homeless and in need of help. Where can
young poeple turn? The Stanleys' Emer-
gency Care Shelter, through the Depart^
mentof Health and Rehabilitative Ser-
vices, provides an answer to this gues-'"
tion in Monroe County.

"Pappa Mac" and "Mamma Jo Jo," as

the children lovingly call them, manage
this foster home and emergency care"cen-
ter in a roomy, rambling, two-story house
on the southwest end of the island. En-
tering the home, one is immediately over-
come by a warm and receptive atmosphere.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley are presently foster
parents for five children and temporary
parents to four others.

MACK STANLEY, a native of Georgia,
came to Key West with the Civil Service
the same year that the bridges took the •
place of the railroad in the Florida Keys.
Josephine Stanley was born in New York
City and raised on Florida's East Coast
in Jacksonville. Together they accepted
their first foster child in 1965. It was
on December thirteenth of 1972 that they
opened their home for emergency care •
purposes. Pappa Mac and Mamma" Jo Jo
share in the responsibilities of managing
the'Emma Street home. "Without his help
I wouldn't be able to do it," Mamma Jo Jo
asserts. "It takes two, you know.". ,

AN EMERGENCY CARE SHELTER' is defined
as one that will provide a.home for child-
ren until they can be reunited with their
families or placed with another family,
although it may take longer than the
specified two weeks. "Some come in
dirty in the middle of the night and
don't even have a pair of shoes. I can't
stand to see a child without proper care
and clpthes," states Mamma Jo Jo. She
makes sure that the young people under-
stand that she and Pappa Mac are there
to help and will always .take time to
talk with them about their problems.
She does feel that some of them need
professional counseling, which she is •
not qualified to handle.

BOTH ..OF THE STANLEYS admit that it
is a little hard to let go of the child-
ren' when they do leave, but say, "If we
can get one child back to a good home it

makes the day!"
There are scrapbooks of pictures of

smiling faces and le t ters from parents
thanking them for taking care of their
children. Pappa Mac and Mamma Jo Jo
emphasize sharing and growing together
as well as the importance of achievement
and education.

has helped to give (this child) a wonder-
ful start on a happy and constructive
life."

A FAMILY OF NINE, and more, undoubt-
edly requires endless energy. Both of
the Stanleys admit, "We wonder sometimes
how we wil l go on, but there is a need,

600 DUYAL. STREET

KEY WEST. FLOR8BA 33O4O

M=MS£R AMERICAN CSM SOCIETY \ *^p \

The Stanleys at home. Seated are Mack and "Mamma Jo-Jo."
Standing is Jessie Thomas.

SIMDMItm n .

A LETTER to the Stanleys from Roberta
Pettie, former Family and Children's
Supervisor Lii Monroe County, expresses
appreciation for their efforts and goes
on to say, "...your sincere love for
children, expressed as you have done in
days (and nights) of watching and guid-
ing (this chiId's) growth and development,

SUNSHINE'S
ARTS & CRAFTS

Supplies for Art and Decorative
Painting — Woodcarving Tools —

Decoupage — Beads — Macrame —
earvdlemaking — Art & Craft Books

Candles and Decorative Art Items

Imported Cfothiny
Morbaaiv Imports

Indonesian' import5

so we do!" Tight state budgets make it
difficult to keep things running smoothly
now. The rent and utilities on their
Emma Street residence run $400 per month.
State subsidies take care of $300 of this
through support for the nine children who
presently reside there. With a household
of eleven the price of food is a major

continued on next page
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i LIVE ENTERTAINMENT; I

I Fitzgerald's
V SHOW LOUNGE \i

NON-STOP LIVE ENTERTAINMENT V

E E
'til Feb. 4

NEW SOUTH BAND
& ELVIS SHOW

Feb. 5-19
BUCK FELL

& HIS GOOD-TIME PIANO
With Show Band

featuring Jumping Jack
The Liveliest Stage Entertainer

on the circuit

• • ¥ • • ¥ • • ¥ • ¥ • ¥ • ¥ •

Feb. 20-MARCH 4

"THE HOT CAKES"
Dynamite In Action

direct from Washington D.C.
6 Piece Light & Sound

Sensational Show Group

Fitzgerald's
430 Duval — La Concha Hotel
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ROSIE'S

good used fitraitwr©

tt#P.o'<?£ an 294.3398

720 DITVAI,
V J
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from previous page
concern. Mamma Jo Jo says that they do
not receive food stamps. She is able to
purchase some things at wholesale prices.

A plea to the community of Key West
for another couple to license their home
as an Emergency Shelter has brought l i t t l e
response. The qualifications specified by
the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services are that a couple be married and
that there be one bed for each child that
they take in. As an Emergency Shelter,
they may not discriminate for any reason
against the children that may be placed
in their home by the D.H.R.S. office.
For this service the State of Florida
pays a subsidy as well as a daily fee.
The facility must also meet health stand-
ards . ,

Mamma Jo Jo says, "The city should
give us one of those buildings on the
Navy Base if we are going to do a good
job of caring for these children. I t is
set up for more people to live in and
would be in a safer neighborhood for
the children, you know."

THE CHILDREN living at the shelter
on Emma Street range in age from five to
fifteen, which can create problems in i t -
self. Diana Curtis, a supervisor for the
D-.H.R.S. office, feels that i t is best to
house the younger children in a separate
living arrangement from the teenagers.
"Years of poor parental experience leaves
them {the teenagers) resentful toward a
family atmosphere." She went on to say
that what is needed for this age group is
a group home or halfway house living
situation. The State of Florida provides
no funding for group homes, and the centers
in other areas are supported by religious
and concerned citizen groups.

MS. CURTIS divides the residents of
an emergency care center into two groups.

First, there are young people from fam-
ilies in the community who are experienc-
ing problems: child abuse victims,
children from split homes, and those
whose parents for one reason or another
cannot accept the responsibility of a
young person. Second, there are young
people who have taken it upon themselves
to leave what they feel is an uncomfort-
able home life, and end up in Key West.
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children living at the Stanleys."

JESSE THOMAS of the Saint James
Missionary Baptist Church has volunteered
her help at the Emergency Shelter for
two years. She feels that the most im-
portant element of the home is the time
shared with each individual child.
"They come here with such big problems
on their minds and really need someone
to talk with." The Beta Omega Chapter
of the Beta Sigma Phi Sorority of Key
West is also generous with time and
energy.

Everyone at the Emma Street home
would like to express their appreciation
to the community for their generosity

at Christmas. "They brought gifts and
food. There are too many to mention by
name, so we say 'thank you' to all who
helped make our Christmas happy, and we
wish you all a joyous holiday season .and
a prosperous new year," Mamma Jo Jo says.

IT SHOULD BE the responsibility of
any community to support such a worth-
while service as the Emergency Shelter
all through the year. The young people
who live on Emma Street need some sup-
port, ana the Stanleys are the first to
say that there are beautiful moments in
sharing.

by Jennifer Raynal
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The home at Emma Street

IN A COMMUNITY where housing is in-
creasingly becoming a problem, placement
of these young people in a permanent
foster home may become more difficult.
Finding homes for the little ones is
naturally easier, and there are more
teenagers than younger children. The
runaways remain the most critical prob-
lem, especially during the winter months.
There are at this time fifty young people
in foster homes in the Monroe County area,
reports Diana Curtis. "Usually there
are ten kids in the Emergency Shelter at
one time. This includes the five foster
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dd Island trading Post

' 'There should be special awards for restaurants
that manage to combine quality food with historic
surroundings, buildings that proudly proclaim their
heritage and encourage diners in their own remem-
brance of things past . . ."

"The Pigeon House Patio is clearly among the
front runners in Florida's historic house-restaurant
sweepstakes."

— N. Y. Times Sunday,
January 22, 1978

Lunch 11-3
Dinner from 6:00

294-1034
301-303 Whitehead St

SMATHER S BEACH by Mack Dryden

photos by Richard Marsh

VANDALS AMD THIEVES have cost the
City of Key West a good hunk of money
at the restroom facility on Smathers
Beach, and apparently the City has de-
cided it's not worth the trouble and
money to maintain a shower there.

While it's true that the vandals
make it tough for the City to maintain
a decent facility, it's also true that
the City has left itself wide open for
such abuse.

AS IT IS, there are three function-
ing urinals, two toilets and two basins
in the men's room, and four toilets and
two basins in the women's. The two out-
side showers on each side have been
ripped out several times and haven't
been in service for several months now.

NO SHOWERS 18 right
The only outside faucet was torn out
of the wall a few months ago, paper
towel dispensers and mirrors in the men's
room have been destroyed, and one of
the women's toilets was apparently kick-
ed out of kilter and leaks badly. " •

THE CITY can't afford to guard the
place every hour, of course, but the
facts point to negligence on somebody's
part. For one thing, the showers were
repaired with exposed copper tubing
secured to the wall with pipe straps

Research Through Education

SPECIALIZING IN;
dkiiig adventures,
reef trips, air, rentals,
Sft instruction & sales

at the HILTON HAVEN MOTEL
S^ext to the yacht club 16-3044

second location at BOW CHANNEL MARINA
Marker 20 745-3549

THE f=ORTER-ALLEN CO., INC.
insurance -since fl

WILLIAM A P R f i A N V
MU-tAM A.FREPWIH.OR.
PAVIP W. FREEMAK 4-2642

that anyone could break with a tire tool.
Vicente Perez, Jr.,. custodian of

the facility for six years, pointed at
the flimsy pipe straps that had been
bent off when the last pipe was ripped
out. "Look at this," he said. "You
can't do it like this or they tear it
right off. It's a waste of money*"

MONROE COUNTY'S Assistant Grounds
Supervisor William Gartenmayer, who is
overseeing construction of a very simi-
lar building on County Beach, agrees
with Perez. He said he's seen the
Smathers showers and that it would be
relatively easy to notch the wall with
a cement saw and hide the pipes in the
concrete. He said the $25,000 facility
being built at Clarence S. Higgs Memor-
ial Beach (County Beach) will have tough,
barely exposed fixtures, wire-covered
lights recessed in the ceiling, no ex-
posed water outlets, and a good drainage
system for easy cleaning. There will
also be facilities for handicapped of
both sexes.

"There won't be anything on the
walls for thereto grab and tear up,"
said Gartenmayer. "We haven't decided
on the kinds of paper dispensers that
will work best yet, but we'll have them;
and we'll try to put mirrors in there.
It'll be about the kind of restroom they
have in the jails, but this will be a
nice facility."

EXPOSED PIPE isn't the only invi-
tation for abuse at Smathers. Security
is token only. Folding iron gates at
the entrances to each side go only
three-fourths of the way to the ceiling
and are easy to scale. Rocks protruding
from the walls make convenient toe-holds,
too, and an opening in the roof offers
easy access for agile climbers.

FINALLY, the City isn't taking full
advantage of the security it does have.
Perez, who puts in 40 hours a week at
Smathers and is the acting security
guard as well as custodian, said he has
been asking for six years for some kind
of identification to give him authority
to enforce the rules.

ON THE DAY Solares Hill interviewed
Perez, he was wearing a t-shirt and
slacks. When he politely asked two bi-
cyclers not to tromp on the plants to
lock their bikes to a seagrape tree,
they scoffed and asked who he thought
he was. Later, Perez stopped a man who
was about to wash greasy dishes in the
lavatory and got a similar reaction.

Recreation Department Director
Clayton Sterling, when asked if some
kind of I.D. for Perez might help, said,
"It won't be any trouble to get him a
badge."

STERLING SAID there had been com-
plaints about "a bnnnh of hippies coming

WHS
FM 107.1 STEREO

Now In Key West

out of the showers naked." He added,
"They use i t for washing clothes, they
take the to i l e t paper and plug up the
toi le t , they rip the faucets off and
the water runs. Anything you try to
do they just tear up.
expense."

I t ' s been a big

RALPH ARNOLD, City Commissioner
over recreation, was asked about the
possibility of maintaining showers at
Smathers. "We can completely forget i t , "
he said. "They keep ripping them out of
the ground." Arnold recently told Perez
to shut the water off at the main every
day at four p.m. when he closes the
restroom to discourage break-ins.

On January 23 Perez said Commissioner
Bruce Esquinaldo had told him before the
November election that he would have

four or five times daily. He has to be
on the lookout al l the time or people
pull up the plants he's planted around
the building. He's done a good job with
the landscaping, because despite the
abuse the place is attractive. He just
regrets not being able to water his
plants as often since the outside faucet
was ripped out.

He said Key West citizens have
donated the plants that surround the
building, and he obviously takes pride
in keeping the grounds as neat as possible.

"NO MATTER what you try to do for
the public, though, there's always those
people who come in here and mess i t up
for everybody," said Perez. He said he
would like the City to have the power to
charge for the use of the showers so

Copt BO6'6

RESTAURANT

Fresh daily,
right-from-the-ocean

SEAFOOD
Raw Oysters

Shrimp Steamed in Beer
Corich Chowder

Lobster & Turtle Steak
Homemade Key Lime Pie

Open 11:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
908 Caroline St. 294-9005

Part of the garden that Vioente tends

something done at Smathers. Perez said
nothing has been done yet.

On January 23 Esquinaldo said he
hoped to have the showers repaired
"within a week to 10 days." He said
he's asked for estimates for repairs.
He also said he has been studying the
possibility of getting the Florida
Cabinet to approve the operation of a
commercial establishment on the beach
so a private business could maintain
restrooms and showers. "If the City
could build a place and lease i t , that
would be a source of revenue," he said.

ARNOLD SAID the showers are "not
very high" on the City Commission's
priority l i s t , while Esquinaldo believes
they can be fixed by February.

MEANWHILE, i t ' s a l l Perez can do to
keep the place sanitary and in working
order. He takes the fuses out of the
fuse box during the day because people
take thorn, and he cleans both restrooms

they could make enough money to keep
the facility in good working order.

"At Christmastime there must have
been five thousand people on the beach
and there wasn't a shower," he said.
"And me by myself, I can't watch every-
thing al l the time and keep everything
clean every second. I t would be very
good if there was some way the City
could hire a woman to watch the ladies'
room and keep i t clean and I could
watch the rest."

HE WALKED around the building show-
ing off his plants. "You plant a coco-
nut and they pick i t open to eat i t , "
he said. He bent over and held back the
branches of a shrub, then pointed a t a
green shoot coming from a barely visible
coconut. "This one they won't find," he
grinned.
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Editorial continued from page 17

promote your local business. For
example, the Chamber should be ac-
tive in such areas as trying to
reduce commercial electrical rates,
liability and workman 's compensa-
tion insurances or to procure af-
fordable housing for your employees;

' or to serve as a watchdog in the
area of property taxation. Regu-
lar general membership meetings to
gain your input MUST be held. Dur-
ing the past 12 months, not one
general membership meeting was of-
fered to you! This must be changed!

At our own expense and on our
own time, we have attempted to as-
certain if Qualified men or women
are available for the position of
executive vice-president. Exten-
sive experience in Chamber work, or
in businesses closely affiliated
with Chamber work was emphasised
as a minimum qualification. Over
eighty (80) responses were obtained
from our search. We believe that
after ten years of a no-growth,
dormant Chamber of Commerce in Key
West, it is time to interview other
possibilities besides the present
executive vice-president, and then
have the new Chamber President,
Mr. Billy Appl'erouth, appoint a
Committee to find the best qualified
person available to lead the Key
West Chamber of Commerce in this
critical time of business growth
in our area.

At no time did we intend to
make a final selection or hire an
executive vice-president. All
applications to date as well as
all future applications will be
screened by all Directors. Our
interest is only in the welfare of
the Chamber and in the economic
welfare of the community, as op-
posed to the welfare of one indi-
vidual.

13051 294-9541

PIPES, CIGARS, CUSTOM
BLENDED TOBACCOS AND
SMOKING ACCESSORIES

"UPSTAIRS"
HARBOR HOUSE ARCADE

423 FRONT ST. [305] 296-8371

AFTER LISTENING to one side and
reading the letter sent out by the other
and after having been present at the
special meeting called in December and
at the general meeting on January 11, I
have arrived at certain opinions which
I will list below.

1. It was completely wrong to
place an ad asking for a director for
the Chamber without authorization from
ALL the board.

2. Those who placed the ad were
willing to voluntarily increase their
dues to make up the difference in the
pay that Rogers gets and the pay that
they were willing to pay. It is com-
pletely wrong for a small group of peo-
ple to pay a large portion of the salary
of a director who is supposed to repre-
sent all the members equally. Obvious-
ly, this would lead to a favoritism to-
ward the group paying this surcharge.

3. The accusation that the chamber
has suffered from a dwindling member-
ship doesn't hold up-. In 1977, for ex-
ample, there were 63 new members, com-
pared to a loss of 18 members. Of the
18, 6 closed their businesses, and 12
were dropped for non-payment of dues.
Also, the budget has grown from $26,000
ten years ago to $44,000 today.

4. The charge that not one general
membership meeting was held in 1977 is
not valid. All meetings are open to
members of the Chamber, and there are
about 12 a year.

5. Last summer Rogers, on in-
structions, sent out a survey to all
members to find out how they felt about
Workman's Compensation Insurance rates.
These survey results were given to
Representative Joe Allen so that he
would have the feelings of local mer-
chants when he' voted on this issue.
This makes nonsense of the charge in
the letter that the Chamber did nothing
about this.

6. At the meeting to rehire or
fire Rogers, many of the dissident •
directors voted to conduct the balloting
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in secret. This would have been the
case if it hadn't been for the fast
thinking of new City Commissioner Alton
Weekley, who pointed out that secret
balloting would be a violation of the
"sunshine law." In their letter, the
dissident group said, "For too long you
(the general membership) have paid your
annual dues and then been ignored for
the remainder of the year." Nothing
ignores the general membership more
than to conduct a secret ballot on a
matter that so vitally interests them.

THE KEY WEST CITIZEN said in an
editorial on Sunday, January 22, 1978:

"So far no plan has been re-
vealed and no solution for the
Chamber's real problems has been
suggested other than to blame
Rogers for just about everything
and to humiliate him before the
public. And that has gone too far.

Let those who criticize the
Chamber's director suggest precisely
what THEY are going to do to help
transform that body, not what.they
are willing -to pay someone else to
do. If, after lengthy debate and
self-examination, the rest of the •
members buy such a total plan and
replacing Rogers is one element
deemed necessary, then he should
go.

But replacing him outside ,of
such a, context, seems little more

, than an expression of misdirected
anger3 frustration and a dash of
vicious bite. •

LARRY ROGERS was elected by referen-
dum to retain his post as executive vice-
president of the Key West Chamber of
Commerce. It was a close vote - 123
votes for retention and 106 against.
Quite obviously, there is deep division
in the Chamber, and the half-truths and
untruths used and unauthorized action
taken against Rogers only serve to in-
crease this division. Most of those
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who voted against Rogers undoubtedly
did so out of honorable disagreements
with the way the job has been done.
Unfortunately, some of these were in-
fluenced by the untruths leveled against
him. The result is the unresolved deep
division within the Chamber.

WHAT SOLUTIONS remain, for the Cham-
ber, then? I honestly don't know.
Would a new election of the board of
directors help? It might. A group has
been appointed to study and make recom-
mendations for changes and updating in
the by-laws of the Chamber. This is good.
It would be good to figure just what the
Chamber is supposed to be and then take
steps to become it. There is widespread
confusion as to what the purposes of
this Chamber are in this transitional
period in Key West. It is important
that honorable means be used to attempt
any changes that members feel are indi-
cated. Honest differences do not have
to lead to great antagonisms; dishonest
differences invariably do. And then,
finally, a few resignations from the
board might be a step in the right dir-
ection.
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IN THE AIR: PART IIby Richard Marsh

IN LATE 1976, local radio station
WKWF changed ownership, and the program
format changed from a loose, freeform
presentation of what is generally called
"progressive" album jazz-rock to 24
hours a day of "easy listening country-
politan" — timid arrangements of popu-
lar country-western songs.

AS A RESULT of a groundswell of
popular^protest over the switch, Solares
Hill broadly surveyed the three existing
stations and the plans for two new sta-
tions in a December 1976 article to in- .
vestigate whether the needs of the local
listening public were being satisfied.

We judged that there was indeed a
gap in programming caused by WKWF's
policy change, and we expressed the hope
that the majority of listening tastes
would be fulfilled when the two new
stations went on the air.

SOME CHANGES have occurred in the
past year, some things remain .the same,
and future plans have been altered.

WKIZ and WFYN-FM (Florida Keys
Broadcasting Corporation; Gayle Swofford,
President and General Manager) remain
the constants. They still have the
majority of the audience, and they still
play the same kinds of music.

WKIZ's format consists of a con-
servative mixture of jazz,.disco, Top
40, progressive rock, and cross-over
country,(country hits that also hit the
popular charts). "Our music changes
only as music in a popular vein changes,"
says Swofford, who understandably would
be reluctant to tamper with a successful
formula.

WFYN-FM PLAYS the easy listening,
middle-of-the-road (MOR) arrangements

Qde the Island

1209 Truman Avenue

294-6542

A
FULL
SERVICE
BIKE STORE

called "beautiful" music by its pro-
motors, a bland presentation of standard
and recent popular tunes designed to
soothe nervous patients in the dentist's
waiting room and placate impatient tele-
phone callers who are put on hold.

Swofford has cornered the market
locally on the two kinds of music that
are proven to be the best money-makers
nationwide, and he does it well enough
that no one else is willing to compete
head-to-head with him.

KEY WEST is allotted five radio
stations by the Federal Communications
Commission. Swofford1s two stations
and WKWF, established by the late John
Spottswood, have been on the air for
many years.'

The two slots formerly vacant and
WKWF, now under new ownership (November
1976), are where the action is. WKWF
has changed format twice in the past
year and is still plowing new ground.
A new FM station, W H S , went on the air
last August with enthusiastic plans to
fill the cultural void on the local
airways, but has since moderated its
format. And an FM sister station to
WKWF, ̂ originally planned as a "solid
gold" format station to begin operations
in 1977,- will go on the air this summer
with the call letters WVFK and take over
the WKWF format. WKWF will change once
again, this time to a MOR background
("but not as far back as WFYN") music
station. .. .

SO WE WILL LEAVE WKIZ and WFYN-FM
comfortably ensconced in their Number
One and Number Two market positions and
look into the changes that are taking
place and are planned for the near fu-
ture .
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Fried Shrimp, Oysters, Scallops
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FORMATS HAVE,CHANGED rad ica l ly a t
WKWF over the pas t couple years : from
country in t he morning and background
music the r e s t of the day to country in
the morning and freeform progressive the
rest of the day t o 24-hour countrypolitan
to the p r e s e n t album-oriented rock (AOR)
24 hours a day. The pos i t ion of program
director has been l i ke a revolving door,
with a new face every s ix months.

Current WKWF operations manager and
program d i r e c t o r Steve Schram explains
that the music on the s t a t i on i s s e l -
ected p a r t l y on the bas i s of nat ional
charts and surveys and pa r t ly by what i s
popular local ly," as determined by Schram,
music d i r e c t o r "Frisco" Bob Anselmo,
who is a l o c a l musician, and other local
en t e r t a ine r s . Schram coordinates input
from the announcers and, together with
his own op in ion , provides overa l l d i rec -
tion of the format.

THE PROGRAMMING CHANGES within the
AOR framework from one pa r t of the day
to another, progress ing in sophis t ica- _
tion as the day progresses . Light,
harmonious, of ten countryish music wi l l
be heard in the morning. Familiar ,
rhythmical tunes continue through the
middle of t he day. From 3 pm to mid-
night, j a z z , reggae, and rock (especia l -
ly after 7 pm) become more predominant.
From midnight u n t i l 6 am, the widest
la t i tude i s allowed — the most pro-
gressive and extreme music played on
the air local ly .

A YEAR AGO WKWF owner Stratford
Smith was planning to establish an FM
station that would present the "Golden
Sound" — the most popular current and
recent music. Now the plan is to move
WKWF's programming to the FM frequency
(WVKF, 95.5 on the dial) when the new
station goes on the air . WKWF will then ,
switch i t s programming to at t ract an
older audience — 40 and over — with
an easy l i s ten ing , middle-of-the-roady
background format.

WHEN YOU
THINK OF INTERIORS

such as

•P i l lows
• Wallpaper

Etc.

• Home and Boat Cushions

• Draperies
• Slip Covers
• Cushions

THINK OF

,Y

500 Simonton St. Ph. 294-960C

I MENTIONED in the previous article
(December 1976) that definitions of
musical styles and categories were ex-
tremely inexact and subject to widely
varying interpretations. So I asked
Schram to name some of the songs that
might be heard on the new WKWF after
the change. He showed•me a recent
Billboard Top 50 Easy Listening Chart,
which included "Slip Slidin1 Away,"
"We're All Alone," "Blue Bayou," "My
Way" (Presley), "You Light Up My Life,"
"Daybreak,".and "Send In the Clowns;"
all sung by the original artists. Songs
by such entertainers as Jimmy Buffett,
Glen Campbell, Frank Sinatra, and Olivia
Newton-John will also be heard. The
difference between the new WKWF and
WFYN will be that on WKWF the songs
will be the original versions, rather
than syrupy "Million and One Strings"
renditions, and only the currently
popular Easy Listening Chart songs
will be played.

WKWF AND ITS NEW affiliate, WVFK-FM,
it seems, will take the WKIZ formula of
contemporary popular music and split it:
the "nice," tuneful easy listening songs
on WKWF and the raucous, unmelodic, anti-
music "progressive" pieces on WVFK-FM.
It will be easy to avoid Frank Sinatra
or the Sex Pistols by staying tuned in
to the station which does not play them.

WHEN WIIS-FM first came on the air
last August, it was like a breath of
fresh air. At almost any time between
7 am and 11 pm you could flip on a switch
and hear a standard piece of classical
music. If a few of the Sacred Cows like
Mozart got the pronunciation of their
names untraditionally localized or the
composer was mistaken for the performer
by the announcer, no one held a grudge.

UNFORTUNATELY, ideals succumbed to
practical economics. Not enough people
in a small town like Key West listen
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DINNER
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SHELL SEEKERS
A BEAUTIFUL VARIETY OF SEA SHELLS, CORAL,

CORAL JEWELRY AND UNIQUE GIFT ITEMS,
ALL VERY FAIRLY PRICED.

300 Front Street Open.10 a.m. — 8 p.m.

"For that special friend,
a special gift"

Phone 294-3929
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-5

Closed Sundays

If you'll go a little out of your way
to find us,
We'll go way out ol our way
to serve you!

WE DELIVER

FRAN-QI-PANI, 1221 VARELA ST.. KEY WEST, FL 33040

GIFT CERTIFICATES JUST Of F UWTID ST.

MASTER CHARGE VISA — IAYAWAYS

AMERICAN

3620 N.aoaseveUBI»A Key West
Af. /

Gerry's Cayo Hueso Dining Room
Open Daily 7 A M. to 10 P M.

Serving Breakfast, lunch and Dinner

Buddy Chavez Combo
Friday & Saturday, 9:30 p.m.'t i l

Quiet Fire
Wednesday & Thursday, 9:00 p.m. 'til
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Natural Cosmetics

423 Front St. Key West

to classical music all day/ and adver- •
tisers do not like to pay to broadcast
their oocaaercials to empty air. So
WHS has gone in the direction of WFYN
(but not so far) and only plays classi-
cal music after 7 prn.

Still, there are the big band and
jazz and "old fog§y" programs, which
are refreshing, and the inimitable
"Benny's Fish Tales" with interviews
with charter boat skippers, and the
incomparable Frances Signorelli with
the aural version of her newsletter
"Sound of the Conch." "Starlight Con-
cert," from 9 to 11 pia, is a smooth,
slick presentation of a conservative
selection of classical favorites, of-
fered by a syndicated network and fea-
turing the only completely professional-
sounding announcer on the air locally.
"Crescendo11 is originated locally from
7 to 9 pm with classical standards.
C-pera can be heard on Sunday evenings.
Listeners I have spoken with agree that
WHS falls short of their ideal, but
is appreciated for whatever it can do
to fill the cultural gap.

IF A JUDGEMENT is to be rendered,
perhaps a word about the. judge is in
order.

I rarely listen to the radio, ex-
cept while engaged in a non-mental
activity like eating, collating my
poetry magazine, or repairing electrical
cords that the rabbit has chewed through.
Then I listen to WGBS in Miami (daytime) ,
which plays Top 40 and Golden Oldies,
cr WHS evenings until signoff. Later
I switch anong Spanish-speaking stations
ana WKIS and WKWF. I never listen to
Wiis during the day or Wpyjj ever. I
like music, and for that reason cannot
listen to it and do anything that con-
flicts with listening, I find "back-
ground" music to be a travesty of an
art form, like baying paintings to
Eaten the living room decor. Also, I
do not like to be bombarded by music
all ay waking hours. "Much music marreth
sen's r.inds," to borrow and adapt the

Great Pets
fkm friends
* f ****?**> «*aa»8« (tad mtmy other
«o»«*»l ttxtim&m of birds are in
•dock. &»}#ei a pair. Phw w e have
all tb* MMKfed « c s « }

words of the Greek physician Galen.
Music is too often used as a barrier
against the outside world and one's
inner self — insulation against real-
ity or escapism.

MAYBE 1 don't listen to the radio
much because I put in seven years as a
radio announcer, playing everything
from Northern Rhodesian native rituals
to Beethoven's Diabelli Variations,
with a few bagpipe piobaireachds and
tunes by Curly Dan and Wilma Ann and
the Danville Mountain Boys and the
Motor City String Banned sandwiched in
between. I was also a Top 40 dj with
a show called "Teen Beat- "

SO WHAT do I think of radio pro-
gramming in Key West? The presentation
is uninteresting, the announcers are
dull, and the music is not worth listen-
ing to in order to hear the few good
songs that are currently popular. The
best programs heard locally originate
elsewhere: WGBS in Miami and the syn-
dicated "Starlight Concert" on WIIS.

ABOUT THE much-touted enrichment of
contemporary programming by including
album selections, which WKWF does total-
ly and WKIZ does partially: although
many albums contain some fine composi-
tions that are often overlooked, it seems
that some record companies are passing
off a lot of junk tunes on albums that
have only one or two really good songs
as come-ons.

In summary: Key West radio has
been asleep for many years. It is now
in the process of awakening, opening its
eyes and stretching. After coffee —•
maybe in another year — it will become
more livable.
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Be Your Own Gourmet and
Shop at Our Oriental Grocery

Come in and enjoy the relaxing atmosphere
of our tea room or tropical garden. For a real-
ly different surrounding, you will love our
waterfall. Take advantage of our convenient
take-out service.
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What Is A CONCH? by Tim Hoskins

HAMLET'S famous muse "To be or not
to be" scarcely compares to another ques-
tion common to Key Westers these days,
which is "Am I or am I not?" The object
of this query, of course, is Conchdom,
and the influx of new residents each
year makes things a little .Confusing.

When asked of their Conch-status,
people seem to fall into three basic
categories.

The first is comprised of those who,
as the sun sets on their first full day
on the island, consider themselves full-
fledged Conchs.

Another faction will more modestly
accredit themselves with being "almost
a Conch," even though some have lived
here quite a number of years.

The final group won't even bother
to comment and are probably the only
thoroughbreds in the field. (Incidently,
the Horse conch is, of course, the larg-
est conch.)

THE OXFORD DICTIONARY of the English
Language tells us that oonch (pronounced
"konk") first appeared around 1520 as
the Latin aonoha and then filtered down
to us via the German konahe. It is de-
fined as: "a shellfish; originally a bi-
valve; later, a large gastropod"...which
doesn't tell us much, but everybody knows
what one is anyway. There are, however,
a few things you might not have known
about the word (and conch kudos to you
if you did).

IN 1764,. conch was used to mean a
musical instrument after the fashion of
the trumpeting Triton (the Greek mytho-
logical merman who lorded over the sea,
jazzing it up on his conch shell).

In the next century, some doctors
adopted the word as a description of the •
external ear, so in this sense, a "conch"

Bill's
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Toyotas & Trucks a Specialty
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"OUR BUSINESS IS EXHAUSTING"

BankAmericard - Master Charge

800 SIMONTON STREET
294-2105

Come in for free estimate
Member of the Better Business Bureau

on the head is actually a very" sound situ-
ation. That being the case then, two
lumps are better than one since the human
body arrives, factory equipped, with ears
on both sides.

Around 1849, architects deemed the
"domed roof of a semi-circular apse, as
in a church" a conch, which would cause
considerable confusion for Key West home
buyers since practically every abode is
a Conch house. Imagine the confounded
real estate investor, new in town, who
reads the dictionary and then sets out
searching the streets for a three-bed-
room, two-bath cathedral with private
yard near the water.

Finally, we arrive at what, to some,
might seem a trifle surprising. In the
original edition, the Oxford connotes
conch as "a nickname for the lower class
of inhabitants of the Bahamas, the Florida
Keys, etc., from their use of conchs as
food." If this were still true, there
would probably be substantially fewer
candidates for Conch status. But this
definition, as everybody knows, is a
little outdated, since the class of dis-
tinction on this opulent little island
is almost non-existent.

That leaves us with the dictionary's
disliking of "conchs as food," which can
be disputed by anyone who has sampled
the crispy critters as they are locally
prepared.

ONE FINAL NOTE: From the use of
conchs as a dining delight, we also get
"conched," the past tense of the verb
"to conch," meaning "to eat conchs." So
the next time you enjoy conch fritters
at your favorite restaurant, instead of
saying "I dined out last night," you
can correctly say (you guessed it), "I
conched out last night."
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Seamanships crew efficiency, and sails made the
difference in the closely matched boats.

Razzle Dazzle (23377) begins to drop her spin-
naker- as she approaches a course marker.

A BALLET
OF SAIL
The first annual Midwinter Regatta for a new sail-
boat, the J24, was held in Key West January 18-18.
The 24-foot single design craft built for both
racing and family cruising was called by one ob-
server "the hottest boat in the world right now. "
The regatta consisted of four 12-mile races and
an all-day 40-mile race around American Shoals
Light and the whistle buoy for the main ship
channel- Red Eye Express (23219), overall regatta winner, skims

close to American Shoals Light in the 40-mile race.

G

j4n -improraptii scene of graae and symmetry is created as
several boats leave a marker on separate tacks.

Duak Tape (92), second in overall regatta stand-
ings, has oust rounded a marker. _ -

by Richard Marsh
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FABRIC WORLD

613 SIMONTON
TEL.294-1773/KEY WEST.FLA.

KEY WEST'S
HOROSCOPE

Sun in Aquarius, after 18th in Pisces
Venus in Aquarius, after 13th in Pisces
Mercury in Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces
Saturn in Leo, retrograde
Jupiter in Gemini retrograde, turning
direct on the 20th
Mars in Cancer, retrograde
Uranus in Scorpio, turning retrograde
on the 19th
Neptune in Sagittarius
Pluto in Libra retrograde "
North Node in Libra

The planet Mercury rapidly.moves ,
through three (3) signs during the month
of February. This'makes for very much
activity in the chart of Key West.

February is always a booming time
for our city — the height of our tourist
season, Old Island Days, etc., but this
year the planets emphasize an increased
activity in all these areas.

Jupiter in our first house in Gemini
trining all the Aquarius planets sis also
a very positive aspect for all things
financial and social.

Mars in Cancer in our second House
of Money trining our Natal Mars in
Scorpio in the sixth house of work means
the City of Key West and Key Westers in
general will have favorable financial
returns for effort expended in their
respective work areas. Money is the

DURGA'S

a beautiful
•uddaruoe

d

qibw.
r^ bieafhrnct,

Certified
Teacher

Phone
296-6112

To Register
Truman School
Truman Ave. &

White St.
Key West

prominent thing in the picture at this
time.

Uranus in retrograde motion until
July will give us the opportunity to
succeed in areas previously traveled.
It can be said to be a second chance in
improving situations. One situation
that comes to mind is the Chamber of
Commerce rumble. The opportunity is
here for the most positive results to
issue from another approach.
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The Key West Players

A MUSICAL

February 27 to March
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Admission 83.00
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SHORT PEOPLE JOIN GREENE STREET THEATRE
ENSEMBLE

WITH THE CASTING of local children
as the "five no-neck monsters" in Ten-
nessee Williams' Cat on a Hot Tin Roof3
Greene Street Theatre enters the realm
of Francois Truffaut's Small Change.
More than a dozen of Key West's own "no-
neck monsters" have been cast (taking
turns nightly to avoid too many late
nights apiece). Thei-r concerns range
from not being able to. carry the part
because they can't read lines, to not
being naturally bad enough to be a "no-
neck monster.".

Others consider themselves method
actors — living their roles as brats.
They take their roles seriously,, too.
And most of them are worldly-wise.
They know what's going on in those

birthday party. It's the dimension
they add to the scenes that heightens
that frustration, draws attention to
that greed and guilt.

DEDE WEST has been choreographing
the entire group of short people. She
is stage mother to the children and. is
as proud as any mother of this bunch.
Her direction of these children has
captured the essence of a birthday
circus for Big Daddy in- Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof.

As additions to the Greene Street
Theatre ensemble, they carry a whole
lot of energy. "It's a great experience
for a little kid," says Jay Drury,
Director for Cat. "The actors.certainly
got a better feel for the real atmospher
of the play once the children were addec
at rehearsals."

scenes in the bed-sitting-room of the
P'ollitt plantation house in the Missis-
sippi Delta. They understand, as much
as children ever need to, what guilt,
frustration, greed, alcoholism, and
dying of cancer mean. But these are
also just kids, and it's Big Daddy's '

"THERE'S BEEN a lot ox community"
spirit and energy, starting with High
Spirits, then with our auction in Jan-
uary," Drury continues. "We're really
starting to rely on community talent
more and more. With Cat, a real Greene

Short People continued on page 36
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A TREE GIFT FOR YOU!

Call uour Fuller Brush Rep
Bonnie -F^dderrab 622.58
to show you her famous

Fuller Brush line of homegocds
(no obligation to buu)

. and get your free gijb.
Short People continued from page 34

Street Theatre ensemble is materializing
— cooperative people working in a co-
operative environment. This is very
exciting and fulfilling to me, as this
was my goal when I came to Key West
three years ago. We always welcome
volunteer help, oiwstage and off-stage."

ALL BUT THREE principals have been
cast locally for Cat. Recent additions
include Edith Amsterdam as Big Mama,
Skip Home as Lacey, Linda Walker as
Sookey, Kirk Brown as Doc Baugh, Lea
Batzold as Mae. And of course, those
"five no-neck monsters," Dixie, Trixie,
Buster, Sonny and Polly, will be played
by: Raymond Bowman, Diane Carasick,
Michael and Missy Coan, Cybele Bjorkland,
Tai-Moon West, Asia Milliken, Lea Mag-
liaro. Heather Sher, Liz and Nicole
Scoma, Laura Keller, William Huckel,
Doug Larry and Jennifer Haramick.

by Shelly Keller

If you haven't seen or heard
the new

Model 501

Direct/Reflecting
Loudspeaker

System
see and hear it today at

SWIFT'S

423 Duval St.

296-8576

RETAIL AT WHOLESALE PRICES
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SEAFO0P

SHRIMP - LOBSTER • FISH
OYSTERS • ROCK SHRIMP

We Ship Anywhere in the USA
Rear of Dog Track (Shrimp Road)

Ph. 294-2488,294-1533

£08 DUVAL ST
CUSTOM SANDALS MADE IN ONE DAY

WAITING FOR YOUR SHIP TO COME IN?

telcmgdonDon't just wait. A judicious application of help (in the
form of coordinated advertising wiih eyecatching
graphics) will speed the growth of your venture. Call
us for brochures, graphic ads, radio copy, logos,
menus, and all other advertising arts.




